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This thesis is intended to be an analysis of a book entitled "Important Counsels to Kings and Imams." It is, in the same time, a research on the book's author, named Alwan Ibn Atiyah al-Hamawi.

Alwan was a Syrian muslim scholar, who lived in the sixteenth century. Alwan witnessed the Ottoman conquering of Syria, so, he wrote his book, Important Counsels to Kings and Imams, as a reflection
of his views toward the Ottoman regime. Alwan addressed his book to Sultan Selim I, encouraging him to establish justice through the religious law, the Sharia.

The thesis is composed of four main sections; which are the following:

1. The Middle East in the time of Alwan. This section contains a short history of the Islamic states and the political relations among them. Those states were the Ottoman Turks in Anatolia, the Safawid Dynasty in Persia and the Mamluks' State in Egypt.

2. Life and career of Shaykh Alwan, his education and his influence upon his society and students.

3. Analysis and commentaries on the manuscript, "Important Counsels to Kings and Imams. This section discusses the causes and goals of writing the book, the issues, which Alwan talked about, and finally the style of writing and organizing of the book.

4. Complete English translation of the Arabic copy including all those chapters which are arranged by the author of the book, Shaykh Alwan.

The writer of this thesis has faced several problems with collecting information about Alwan's life, tracing prophetic hadiths and Quranic ayats, that Alwan included in his book, also translating an old manuscript written in a classic language.

Although, Alwan was one of the leading sixteenth century scholars and mystics, he has not been well-known to editors and publishers in this time in the Arab world. Only two books, out of twenty-four books and essays, are published.
All those references which I have used at Portland State University Library and al-Zahiriyya Library in Damascus, mention little information about the life and career of Alwan; especially his family and early life.

As for Quranic ayats and prophetic hadiths, which Alwan included in his book, all were mentioned without references or footnotes. Therefore, the writer footnoted every aya, but in the case of those hadiths, it was almost impossible to trace every hadith used in Alwan's book, and evaluate them according to texts, because of the writer's limited knowledge of the "Science of Hadith."

Alwan's book, which exists in manuscript form only, is grammatically correct in language, and the style of writing is generally good. However, the translation was difficult because some ideas are not clear and some classic Arabic words must be fully understood by using old Arabic dictionaries, then English dictionaries.

It seems that Alwan penned his thoughts haphazardly because the book seems rather unorganized in its contents. Alwan divided his book into twenty-seven chapters. In fact some of those chapter titles are not necessary. He, sometimes, discussed some issues more than once, such as alcohol and adultery.

Alwan in his book discussed numerous social problems and issues, i.e., alms, commanding good, forbidding evils, adultery, alcohol, wearing pure gold for men, decorations of cities for the Sultan's joy, land taxes, and enslaving free people, all attempting to set rules for the Sultan's judgment.
At any rate the manuscript "Important Counsels to Kings and Imams" reflects the attitudes of a Syrian Arab scholar toward the new Ottoman regime, that conquered Syria and Egypt between 1516-1517. Alwan and his book are a significant commentary of Islamic history of Syria and Egypt in the beginning of the sixteenth century. This research shows that Alwan felt that the regime of Sultan Selim I was not following its responsibilities toward the Sharia and the only law of the Empire. The most important consideration for Alwan, in his manuscript, was his concern for justice for the subjects of the Ottoman Empire. His goal in writing that book was that all people should benefit from the Quran and Sharia, and that justice would be established through only the religious law (Sharia) within the Ottoman Empire.
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This paper is a study of Ottoman society in Egypt and Syria at the beginning of the sixteenth century, as portrayed by the life and works of Shaykh 'Alwan, with particular reference to his book, *Important Counsels*. 'Alwan was one of the leading sixteenth century scholars and mystics.

Shaykh 'Alwan and his book, *Important Counsels*, provide a significant commentary of Islamic history of Syria and Egypt in 1517, by the Ottoman Turks.

*Important Counsels*, reflects the attitudes of a Syrian Arab towards the new Ottoman regime. In this historical and literary work, the writer has investigated the circumstances surrounding 'Alwan's decision to write *Important Counsels* and his views on morality and the enforcement of Islamic law under the new Ottoman regime.

Shaykh 'Alwan included many Qur'anic āyats and prophetic hadiths, without mentioning references or footnotes. The writer footnoted every āyat using "The Quranic Encyclopedia" and "The Dictionary of Words of The Quran."

As for the Arabic version of the Qu'ran, "The Meaning of the Glorious Koran" the writer used for reference, is by Mohammed Marmaduke Pickthall. It was almost impossible to trace those hadiths used in this book, and evaluate them according to their texts, not only because of the scarcity of the hadith reference books, but also the writers and limited knowledge of the "Science of Hadith."
I have attempted to footnote some hadiths, used by 'Alwan, by referral into Islamic scholars, namely those who traced and evaluated hadiths, such as al-Ajluni and Ibn al-Kinani.

The last section of this study will be a translation of the manuscript, "Important Counsels To Kings and Imams," from Arabic into English. In my translations of 'Alwan's work, I have followed the style and the organization of the author without changes. Changes except some words are added between brackets for necessary clarification.
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NOTES ON ARABIC TERMS

1. **Awliya**: Muslim saints, mostly Sufi holy men.
2. **Awqaf**: (Sing. Waqf) Islamic religious endowment.
3. **Ayah**: A verse of the Islam's Holy Book, the Quran.
4. **Faqih**: (PL. fuqaha) The religious interpreters of the Islamic religious Law, the Sharia.
5. **Hadith**: (Sunna) The tradition of Prophet Muhammad.
6. **Holy Hadith**: A special kind of Prophetic tradition, which is spoken by Allah, but is not considered as Quran.
7. **Jihad**: The Holy War.
8. **Karamat**: Miracles by Awliya.
9. **Muftis & Qadis**: Muslim judges.
10. **Surah**: A chapter of the Quran.
11. **Ulama**: (Sing. Alim) Religious scholars, including fuqaha, judges, theologists and Sufis.
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

1. A. : Ayah
2. H. : Hadith
3. Qu. : Quran
4. S. : Surah
In Alwan's time (1450-1530) there were three large Islamic powers who dominated the Islamic world. There were the Ottoman Turks in Asia Minor, the Mamluks in Egypt and Syria and finally the Safawid Dynasty in Persia.

The Ottomans and the Mamluks follow the Sunni sect while the Safawids follow the Shi'i sect in the Islamic religion, which created conflict between the Ottomans and the Safawids religiously as well as politically.

Before discussing the conflict and the relations among those three powers, which resulted in the defeat of the Mamluks and the Safawids by the Ottoman Turks, a review of the origins of each of those Islamic states might be helpful.

**THE OTTOMAN TURKS**

The Ottoman or Turko-Osmali Empire was founded in the late thirteenth century by Osman I. The Osmali-Turkos were the last of the Turkish peoples to invade the Near East.

The Ottoman state was ruled by Osman I, and his thirty-seven descendants until its dissolution in 1918.

The Ottoman state began as one of the many small Turkish states in Asia Minor during the breakdown of the Empire of the Seljuk Turks. The Ottoman Turks began to absorb the other states and during the
reign (1451-1481) of Mohammed II they ended all Turkish dynasties. The early phase of the Ottoman expansion took place under Osman I, Orkhan, Murad, and Beyazid at the expense of the Byzantine Empire, whose capital, Constantinople was freed to the Turks in 1453.\(^1\)

During the 15-16th centuries, the Ottoman Empire became the leading power in the East particularly during the rule of Sultan Selim I, who defeated the Safawids and conquered Syria and Egypt ending the Mamluks state in 1517.

THE SAFAWID DYNASTY IN PERSIA 1502-1736

The Safawids were the descendants of the Sufi Ishaq Safi-ad-Din, who traced his descent to an Alid who ostensibly immigrated from South Arabia. Safi-ad-Din, like his descendants down to the third generation, remained concerned with the saintly life. He did not seek temporal power. He died about 1334 in Ardabil, in eastern Adharbayjan, province of Persia.\(^2\)

One of the grandsons of Shaykh Safi-ad-Din, Isma'il, became the founder of the Safawid dynasty. Isma'il was born in July 17, 1487.

In Astara, on the Caspian sea, Isma'il gradually assembled a large band of followers. His victory over the Khan of Adharbayjan opened the way to Tabriz and there Isma'il was crowned Shah of Persia in 1502.

He conquered Iraq without much effort which made him the master of the holy places of the Shi'a, Najaf and Kerbela.

In spite of the fact that at least two thirds of the inhabitants of Tabriz were Sunnis, Isma'il immediately elevated the Shi'ism
to be the state sect.

After Isma'il had subdued all of Persia, he came face to face with his opposing enemies, the Ottomans, assuming the mantle of the Shi'a defender against the Sunni Turks. 3

THE MAMLUKS IN EGYPT, 1250-1517

The Mamluks [slaves] were brought to Egypt for military service by the Ayyubids dynasty in the eleventh century. Then, as so frequently happened in Islam, a new race of rulers arose from among their masters. 4

The word Mamluks means "owned" and slavery was an avenue to political power in view of the basically military function of these so-called slaves in Islamic countries. Moreover, the relationship between a Mamluk and his master was one of kingship, not necessarily of slavery, so that the slave frequently succeeded his master in a position of authority and power.

The Mamluks' control of Egypt (1250-1517) is divided into two eras: (1) the Bahri State, 1250-1382; (2) the Burji State, 1382-1517. 5

The Mamluks ruled Syria and Egypt for two and a half centuries. They did not try to merge with the indigenous people, for they were mostly slaves before becoming the aristocratic governing class. During their rule they fought continuously amongst themselves over the power in the state.

However, the Mamluks' influence on the Islamic world was very significant. They stopped the Mongols, who advanced into Syria and Egypt after they conquered Baghdad in 1258. They finished driving
out the Crusaders from Syria and Palestine. They revived the Abbasid Caliphate in Cairo but in name only, after its destruction in Baghdad by the Mongols. They also encouraged the thoughtful life, particularly the knowledge of Sharia, because they considered themselves as the protectors of Islam. They built schools, mosques and palaces and as a result, many scholars and writers emerged during Mamluk rule in Egypt. But, in spite of this large production of scholars, the Arabic language, prose and poetry remained poor, prose in particular. Prose and poetry were not encouraged by the non-Arab Mamluks, who did not understand Arabic literature.

Almost all writings in this period were religious, biographical history or encyclopedias. Philosophy was almost forbidden by the Sunni traditional Fuqaha, who believed that philosophy conflicted with Sharia.

The first ruler of the Bahri Mamluks was Abeg who was stationed on the island of al-Rawdah. Consequently, he and his successors were called the Bahri (River) Mamluks, who were mostly Turks.

Among the famous Bahri Mamluks was Sultan Qalaum, who defended his domain in Syria against the Mongols. At his death in 1290 he bequeathed his empire to his son, whose descendants held the power in Egypt for four generations until 1382.

In 1382 a new family of Mamluk rulers took over the state and ended the system of hereditary succession, by simply electing the strongest or most energetic or cunning and sometimes, these new rulers were the Burji Mamluks, who were stationed in Citadel [towers], so they were called Burjis. They were mostly Mongols and Circassians by origin.
Ottoman foreign policy became expansionist along two frontiers first, toward Europe which was the traditional policy of the Ottoman sultans for over two centuries, and second, toward the Near East. The new director of Ottoman expansion to the eastern Mediterranean began when Selim I, came into power in 1512.

Selim I turned to conquer his eastern neighbors for the following factors: (1) The emergence of the powerful Shi'i state in Persia (Safawid); (2) Military and the emergence of military factors, which enabled the European nations to slow the Ottoman advance into the Balkans; (3) The economic factors which motivated Selim I, to control the international waterways and to break the blockade which was put by the Portuguese in the Gulf of Suez. Selim I wanted to secure Ottoman trade by controlling South and East of the Mediterranean Sea; (4) Selim I had personality and ambitions. He wanted to add more provinces to his empire by making extensive conquests. He was a fighter and conqueror, while his father was a Sufi and peace-loving. Ironically, he was the first Ottoman Sultan to add domain to his empire at the expense of the Muslims, rather than the Christians.

As a result of the long conflict between the two Islamic sects Shi'i Safawids in Persia and Sunni Ottomans, Sultan Selim I attacked the Safawid, Isma'il, defeating him in the battle of Chaliran 1514. Then he advanced into the Safawid capital, Tabriz which became the eastern outpost of Ottoman power. He then turned his attention to the other Islamic state, the Mamluks, who controlled Syria and the passes into Ottoman lands.
The Mamluks had extended their power farther and farther northward, until they pressed against the Ottoman territories. They also suspected the Ottoman sultans were competing with them, in caring for the holy cities Mecca and Medina, for control of the holy places and the pilgrims was a privilege of the most powerful sultan in Islam.

In the lower province, the Turkoman dynasty of the Dhu-l-Qadir had been ruling that area since the middle of the fourteenth century. Ala-ad-Dawlah had been made ruler by the Ottoman sultan Muhammed II.

However, Ala-ad-Dawlah was removed by Sultan Selim I on his return from fighting the Safawids in the battle of Chaldrin in 1514. Sultan Selim I accused Ala-ad-Dawlah of ambiguous acts during Selim's war with the Persian Shah, Isma'il.

The aging Mamluk sultan, Qansuh al-Ghuri, tried to protect himself against any Ottoman intrusion into Syria through the Taurus province by allying himself with Shah Isma'il. After crushing Ala-ad-Dawlah, Selim I in August 1516, turned south into Mamluk lands and crushed Qansuh al-Ghuri at the battle of Marj Dabiq, north of Aleppo. Sultan Qansuh al-Ghuri was killed during the battle. The whole of Syria now lay open for Selim I, and he entered Damascus on September 26, 1516. At first, Sultan Selim I was willing to leave Egypt to the Mamluks if they acknowledged his sovereignty in the pulpit prayers and in their coinage emblem. But the new Mamluks' Sultan Tumanbey refused to do this, which made Sultan Selim I attack him in his capital of Cairo. Tumanbey was defeated in January 1517, after a bloody street fight, which he managed to escape, but soon afterwards was betrayed into the hands of Sultan Selim I, who hung him in Cairo on April 13, 1517."
CHAPTER II

LIFE AND CAREER OF SHAYKH ALWAN

The discussion of Shaykh Alwan's early life is very difficult because none of the available sources mention anything about his family, his childhood, or even his birthdate.

However, these sources list his full name while describing him as Al-Hiti, which means "one who is from Hit," then Al-Hamawi, "one who is from Hamah." "Al-Hiti" suggests that Shaykh Alwan's family originally came from Hit, a small ancient town located in West Central Iraq on the west bank of the Euphrates River, about 90 miles west of Baghdad. 9

Although Shaykh Alwan was born, raised and died in Hama, his birthdate is unknown. However, Al-Ghazzi, the author of Al-Kawakib Al-Sa'irah reported from Ibn Tulun, (a Syrian historian, 1475-1546, and a scholar in biography) who was a contemporary of Alwan, that Shaykh Alwan died in 1530 at nearly eighty years of age. 10 That would contradict that Shaykh Alwan was born between 1450 and 1455.

It might be said that Shaykh Alwan's background was unknown because he was not famous until after he met his tutor, Ali ibn Maimun about 1500, who came to Syria from Al-Maghrib for the purpose of spreading the teaching of the Shadhili order of Sufism. Before Alwan was educationally disciplined and taught Sufism by Ali ibn Maimun, he was an ordinary preacher in the Mosque of Hama.

On the other hand, even after he became well known, he did not
try to obtain fame by discussing himself or his family.

ALWAN'S EDUCATION

Shaykh Alwan studied Sharia, particularly Hadith and Figh, with various teachers in Syria and Egypt. Among these teachers in Sharia there were three who had much influence on Alwan's thinking.

Al-Bazily was born in 1441, traveled to Azerbaijan seeking knowledge and education. He studied with different scholars in various fields in Sharia, Arabic language, logic and theology. He came to Syria in 1466. In 1470 he went to Mecca for the pilgrimage, and after returning the same year, settled in Hama where he died in 1519.

Alwan studied Hadith with Al-Bazily, who was well known as a mufti, teacher and scholar. He lived an ascetic life, worshipping, teaching and fasting most of the time.

Umar Ibn al-Shamma was born in Aleppo about 1475. He studied Hadith with more than 200 shaykhs in Aleppo, Damascus, Hama, Jerusalem, Cairo and Mecca. He was a scholar in Hadith (Muhaddith), and was well-known as "the Leading Muhaddith of Aleppo." He was Alwan's teacher in Hadith while Alwan was his shaykh in Sufism. They grew to be very close friends, corresponding and visiting each other. However, Ibn Al-Shamma acknowledged Alwan as his shaykh. Ibn Al-Shamma died in Aleppo in 1530, the same year in which Alwan died.

It is not known whether Alwan traveled out of Syria for the purpose of getting more education. However, his third teacher was an Egyptian Muhaddith (a Hadith Scholar) named Uthman Al-Deyami, who studied Hadith in Al-Azhar. He was born in 1418, and died in 1502. It is believed that he knew 20,000 Hadiths by heart, and he had a
significant influence on Alwan's education.

In general most of Alwan's teachers in Sharia were Shafi'i, which was the same Islamic Sunni school of interpretation that Alwan followed. They were mostly Syrians from Damascus, Aleppo or Hama.

Although Alwan studied with several shaykhs, he was not well-known until he was discovered by his educator Ali Ibn Maimun, who came from Fez, Morocco for the purpose of teaching the Shadhili Order in the East, particularly in Syria and Anatolia. Ali Ibn Maimun al-Maghribi al-Sufi al-Shadhili was born in Jabal Ghomarah near Fez in 1450. He studied Sharia in Fez, where he became a teacher, then a judge. However, he left Fez to join his Idrisi cousin, Ali Ibn Rashid, who was crusading against the Portuguese on the Northern coast of Morocco.

North Africa in the beginning of the fifteenth century was in a very difficult situation. Internally, Bani Wattas and Bani Marin were fighting over the power. From the outside, the Spanish and Portuguese were attacking the coasts. Ceuta (Sabta) was occupied by the Portuguese in 1415.

Ibn Maimun held a position in Ibn Rashid's army as a judge and religious advisor. For a time, Ali Ibn Rashid carried out all the counsels and directions of Ali Ibn Maimun, but after the increase in the number of troops, to include the "rabble of the army," as Ali Ibn Maimun called them, violated the religious rule which Ibn Maimun was greatly concerned about, he decided to leave Ibn Rashid's service. The religious roles that Ali Ibn Maimun was concerned about, were commanding good and forbidding evil.

In Tunis he met Mohammad Ibn Ahmad al-Tabbasi, who taught him Sufism. Afterwards, Ibn Maimun traveled to the East for the pilgrimage. He arrived in Damascus for the first time in 1488. In this trip he looked for the unknown Sufi, Ibn Habib, who showed Ibn Maimun the grave of Ibn Arabi in Damascus. After spending several months in Syria, Ali Ibn Maimun went to Brusa (present-day Bursa in Turkey), then to North Africa, later to return to Beirut in about 1495. During this second trip he traveled throughout Syria and entered Damascus in 1498. It was during this trip that Alwan studied with him.

After Ibn Maimun taught students such as Muhammad Ibn Iraq and Alwan, he returned to Brusa for the purpose of teaching the Shadhili Order of Sufism. He spent five years in Brusa, then decided to return to Syria. He arrived in Hama in 1505, staying there about two years, after which he left to teach in Damascus.

He strongly criticized unjust acts by the official authorities. He also accused the judges, particularly the Shafi'i Chief Justice Ibn Qadi Ajlun of misusing waqf's money in Damascus. As a Sufi, Ibn Maimun believed in Ibn Arabi, who died and was buried in Damascus, in 1240, whose grave was neglected until Sultan Selim I built a dome on it in Ramadan in 1517.

Ali Ibn Maimun devoted his time to teaching his students, including Alwan who learned the principles of Sufism from him.

ALWAN AND SUFISM

Sufism, according to its followers is the striving of the soul for the purpose of purifying it. The object is to move the soul from one hal (spiritual state) to another until one reaches unity
with God. It is based on the teachings of the Quran, Sunna and the exemplary lives of the Muslim idealists. The Sufis believe in the deep internal understanding of Sharia. They believe that Sharia is comprised of three moods, faith, acts and morality.²¹

Sufis distinguish between two kinds of knowledge; first, knowledge that can be learned by using the mind and logic, which they called "Ilm;" second, knowledge that can be learned only by disclosure, gnosis, which they called "Ma'arifa."²²

Sufism developed from the earliest period of Islamic life. The Prophet Muhammad and most of his disciples lived in an ascetic way. With the expansion of the Islamic State resulting in contact with other cultures, particularly in the 9th century, the ascetic life crystalized and got its name "Sufism," literally meaning wearing "Suf," wool.

By the beginning of the third Hijri Century (9th century) Sufism was influenced by different cultures and began to establish its philosophy of love of God as well as the analysis of man's soul. As a result, the conflict emerged between Sufis and the Fuqaha, orthodox theologians, who interpreted the Sharia according to literal meaning. The Sufis accused the Fuqaha of being literal and unable to understand the deep meaning of Sharia. On the other hand, the Fuqaha accused Sufis of heresy because of their distorted interpretation of Sharia. This conflict continued until the second half of the fifth Hijri (11th century) when the very learned Imam, Al-Ghazali, succeeded in making peace between the Fuqaha and the Sufis. Al-Ghazali took the Sufi's side in explaining his Sufi faith according to the Sunna. Such a great effort made Sufism accepted by and adjusted to the Fuqaha
In the 12th and 13th centuries, new concepts and ideas appeared in Sufism, such as al-Qutb, i.e., head of the hierarchy of awliya (saints) and the Perfect Man. The Sufi theory of the Perfect Man states that the Universe is a huge man, and man is a small universe. All things in existence in the universe are deep-rooted in the human soul. Thus whoever knows himself, will know his God. He also will know fully all facts in existence whether they are visible or not. This is what appeared as the Mohammadian Reality, with the best example of the Perfect Man being the Prophet Mohammad.

Throughout the centuries of conflict between the Fuqaha and the Sufis, the latter tried to protect themselves from being excused of heresy by quoting from Sharia. Shaykh Alwan said, "The Shaykh of our Shaykhs said; do not talk about The Way (Sufism) to people who do not belong to it." Also Alwan believed that the Sufi should respect Sharia by keeping its deep, internal meanings secret for the purpose of being kind to the masses who could not understand Sufism.

In 921, Al-Hallaj was executed by mutilation for his saying: "I am the truth." Also, Al-Suhrawardi was executed in 1182 A.D. according to the Fuqaha's fatwa. As a result, many Sufis turned to express their concepts in a special language, full of unclear hints and symbolism.

It was in this intellectual environment that Alwan was raised and educated. He began his career as an ordinary preacher in a mosque in Hama. Alwan tells the story of his meeting with Shaykh Ali Ibn Maimun saying:
I used to preach in Hama, using notes like any preacher. One day Ali Ibn Maimun stopped by the place where I used to preach, telling me no! Alwan, preach from your head not from your notes -- but I ignored him. Ali Ibn Maimun said that three times, then I realized that he was one of the awliya of Allah. Therefore, I said, My Shaykh, I cannot preach by heart unless you support me. Ali Ibn Maimun said, I will and you depend on Allah. The next day I came to preach carrying notes in my sleeve in case I needed them. When I took my seat I saw the Shaykh before me, then Allah granted success to me and I began preaching by heart. That Faith has been continued up to today.27

After that meeting, Alwan became a student of Ali Ibn Maimun, who taught Alwan the Shadhili Order of Sufism.

The Shadhili Order is related to Abu al-Hasan al-Shadhili, 1195-1258, who was born in Ghumara near Sabta (Ceuta) in Morocco. When he was young he traveled to many places in North Africa, such as Qairawan in Tunis. He went to the East for pilgrimage many times. He also visited Egypt, Palestine, Syria and Iraq. Al-Shadhili came to Egypt in 1244 after he visioned the Prophet in his dream telling him to move to Egypt for the purpose of teaching forty friends. 28 Among his Shaykhs were Ibn al-'Arabi and Abu al-Fath al-Wasiti, Ali ibn al-Hasan al-Shafi'i (1256-1333). Al Wasiti was an ascetic Sufi. He wrote "al-Iksir," a book about the famous Sufi Imam, al-Rifai'i. Al-Wasiti died at Badr, near Madina, on his way to Mecca for pilgrimage.29 Al-Shadhili believed in Sharia and Sunna. He said, "If your disclosure contradicts the Quran and Sunna, then cling to Sharia, saying to yourself that Allah has guaranteed infallibility in Sharia not in uncovering or in sight."30

Al-Shadhili did not behave as a poor sufi. He had farms and horses. He did not wear the poor dress; however, he did not criticize the sufi poor dress. He told his closest and most well-known
of his students, Abu al-'Abbas al-Mursi, "Know Allah then be whatever you want to be." Al-Shadhili did not write books, believing "my disciples are my books." What written materials we have of his works are what his students transmitted of advice, prayers and awards (litanyes). The most famous of these prayers are the Sea Prayer and the Land Prayer. The Shadhili School prefers a thankful rich person, rather than a patient poor one.

This was the Sunni Sufi School of which Alwan was taught by Shaykh Ali Ibn Maimun, presumably during Ibn Maimun's second coming to Syria in 1498. Shaykh Alwan was a rational sufi in his life. He did not live in a rough, abstemiousness life traveling most of the time like most Sufis. However, he did go to Brusa in 1502 where Ibn Maimun was to visit him and teach sufi students the principles of Sufism under Ibn Maimun's direction. Alwan spent most of his lifetime in his home town, Hama, with his family. He did not follow Ali Ibn Maimun to Damascus or to Majdal Maush in Lebanon, where Ibn Maimun isolated himself for five months until he died in 1511.

Although Ibn Maimun did not believe in Khalwa (being alone), Alwan believed that Khalwa is in the Qur'an, called al-'uziah, meaning withdrawal; and in Sunna as 'itikaf, prayer in seclusion. Also the Prophet used to worship Allah alone in the Hira Cave in Mecca before the Revelation.

Ali Ibn Maimun ordered his students not to interfere between rulers and the masses, however, Alwan wrote the book "Important Counsels to Kings and Imams," as a reaction to some unjust acts in the Ottoman regime. In his book, Alwan wrote as a preacher and faqih because it was written for non-Sufis. In Alwan's time the fuqaha were
still the holders of power. They were the interpreters of Sharia for the public and they were the men of the law.

In Ibn Maimun's time there were two famous Syrian Sufis, who were given preference by Ibn Maimun; Ibn Habib and Muhammad Ibn 'Iraq. Ibn Habib was a Sufi, but he was not known to the citizens in Safad in Syria. He used to teach children and perform calling to prayer. He became famous because of Ibn Maimun, who looked for him everywhere in Syria until he found him and made him known to all people. Ibn Maimun knew about Ibn Habib when Ibn Maimun was in North Africa. 34

Muhammad Ibn Iraq was different from Ibn Habib because he was a rich prince knight. However, he liked Sufism and wished to change his life by joining Sufis, but he did not give up all his wealth, positions and properties until he met Ibn Maimun, wherever he went until the latter died. 35

In 1508 Ibn Habib came from Safad to Damascus to visit Ibn Arabi's grave, which was a holy shrine to Ibn Maimun and Ibn Habib. A historian Sunni scholar, Ibn Tulun, believed that Ibn Habib came to Damascus because of the absence of the official Qadis in Cairo. Ibn Tulun condemned Ibn Habib because of Ibn Habib's believing in Ibn 'Arabi. 36

Ibn Tulun reported that in 1520 he saw one of Ibn 'Iraq's students in the Umayyad Mosque wearing strange clothes, carrying a spear and a note in his hand. He was reading from that note that fuqaha should not criticize Sufis, whose affairs are beyond the common mind. Afterwards the student was beaten in the mosque "and Allah averted their attack from the believers," according to Ibn Tulun. 37

Alwan believed in the Tajalli (illumination) without Hulul (infusion of Allah). The Sufi interpretation of the Hadith, "Allah
made Adam in His image," is different from fuqaha interpretation. The Sufi interpretation is that Allah appears in whichever shape He wills. The appearance of Allah is only to possess those shapes, just as Gabriel possessed Duhya al-Kalbi's body and other bedouins, when he came to the Prophet. The Most High said,

"Had we appointed an angel (our messenger), we assuredly had made him (as) a man (that he might speak to men); and (thus) obscured for them (the truth) they (now) obscure."

'Alwan distinguished between an arif, gnostist and an abid ascetic. The abid worships Allah and obeys His commands only for the sake of obedience.

It has been reported that an arif said, "If I had to choose between Paradise and praying two raka's (cycle of work and act surrounding prostration in ritual prayer) I would choose to pray, because prayer is a duty toward Allah, but Paradise is something that benefits myself."

Therefore, 'Alwan gave preference to the arif over abid, ascetic.

Shaykh Alwan also believed in Karamat, "miracles." He said that Allah had chosen some people to be his awliya; then He exploited everything in the upper worlds and lower worlds to obey these chosen people. Those chosen people had been given the power over animals, carnivores, insects and birds; air, water and clouds. Thus they can control all these things by making miracles, Karamat.

"Whoever obeys Allah, everything will obey him."

It seems that Alwan, like his Shaykh, Ali Ibn Maimun, believed in Karamat, but they did not try to demonstrate them.

Ali Ibn Maimun drove out one of his bright students named Ali al-Kaizawani, from his company because of the "lion incident" in Hama. Ali al-Kaizawani was traveling with his teacher, Ali Ibn Maimun in the Hama area, where their trip was hindered by a lion. Ali Ibn
Maimun told his students to remove the lion from their way peacefully by calling to prayer, but the lion did not move. Then al-Kaizawani stepped toward the lion, which vanished before the students' eyes, but Ibn Maimun became angry with al-Kaizawani, telling him, "You have corrupted our way."

Even after the death of Ibn Maimun, Ibn Maimun's pupils, particularly Alwan and Ibn al-Shamma', would not accept the return of al-Kaizawani to their company until he brought a letter from Ibn Maimun's shaykh in North Africa, 'Arafa al-Qayrawani. al-Kaizawani came to Alwan in Hama and repented in 1521.42

However, the Alwan's son, Muhammad, reported in his book, Tuhfat al Halib, several exaggerated Karamat about his father, which he completed in 1536. He wrote that in his youth he had difficulties with understanding and memorization until he approached the coming of age. One night at dawn, he saw his father, Alwan, taken by a hal (transitory spiritual state of enlightenment), saying some sufi poems. After 'Alwan was released from the hal, he came out of the house and performed the ritual ablution (al-Wudu') in a wide brass vessel. When his father finished, Muhammad drank that water. From that time on, it became easy for him to understand and memorize. Muhammad said that he found his father's blessing in the water.43

'Alwan himself wrote a book about Karamat, miracles, entitled "Nasaim al-Ashar fi Karamat al-Awliya wa al-Khyar." This manuscript is found in the Zahiryya Library in Damascus, Syria.

'Alwan said about himself, in connection with Karamat:

'It happens to me when I deal with ordinary people, that I tell them what in their minds before they tell me. This happened with one man three times in one day, which made
that man say to me wrongly that I am a telepathic person; (Allah forbids that I should be among the foolish). 44

THE INFLUENCE OF ALWAN

The main ideological themes and styles of Shaykh Alwan can be seen in two major areas; in his teachings and in his pupils, including some of his Sufi colleagues, and the books he wrote.

To Alwan's colleagues he played the main role in the story of Ali al-Kaizawani, who was dismissed from Ibn Maimun's circle by Ibn Maimun himself. In 1519 Alwan sent a letter to Ibn al-Shamma' in Aleppo warning people not to believe or to follow al-Kaizawani, then residing in Aleppo. In his letter Alwan attacked al-Kaizawani in a harsh language because of al-Kaizawani's violation of Ibn Maimun's teachings on the demonstration of Karamat in public.

Ibn al-Shamma' believed that the words 'Alwan used in his letter should not have been written about a religious man like al-Kaizawani. Therefore, Ibn al-Shamma' did not announce Alwan's letter to the public, although he hesitated to totally ignore it, out of respect for its writer. Ibn al-Shamma' read it to certain few people asking for their opinion. However, finally, Ibn al-Shamma' made his decision not to publicize Alwan's criticism of his decision of al-Kaizawani.

In 1521, al-Kaizawani came to Hama to apologize to Alwan for violating Ibn Maimun's doctrine on Karamat. As a consequence, Alwan wrote Ibn al-Shamma' saying,

We have judged [al Kaizawani] according to what we can see, but Allah would take care of intentions. If you want to contact him [al-Kaizawani], the matter is up to you and
you know the hadith which says who repents of his sin is like who never had sin.

Ibn al-Shamma' was pleased with this result and he thanked Allah who had guided him to ignore Alwan's critical letter in 1519.

**Alwan's Sufi Disciples**

Among those people who learned from Shaykh Alwan were his two sons, Abu al-Fath Muhammad, the author of "Tuhfat al-Habib" and Abu al-Wafa Muhammad, who was not known as a scholar. Abu al-Wafa often accompanied his brother, the author, on his lecture tours. They both stopped in Damascus for fifteen days on their way back from a pilgrimage in 1532 where Abu al-Fath preached and gave lectures in Sufism. However, Abu al-Wafa apparently was not involved in religious matters.

Abu al-Fath Muhammad was wearing the Khiraqah, the formal sufi dress, which was given to him by his father Alwan. He inherited his father's position as scholar, preacher and Shaykh of his father's order. He traveled to Damascus and Aleppo for the purpose of teaching, lecturing and meeting sufi scholars in these two cities.

There were three important Sufis, who were known as successors of Shaykh Alwan; Shakkas, Hamid al-Jinani and Umar al-Iskafi.

Hamid al-Jinani died in the second half of the sixteenth century.

Shakkas, who lived in Tadmur, used to visit Alwan's grave once a year in Hama. Shakkas died in the second half of the sixteenth century.

But the most important of the successors was Shaykh Umar al-Iskafi, the shoe-maker. al-Iskafi quit his occupation, making
shoes, and joined Shaykh Alwan's group. Despite al-Iskafi's illiteracy, he possessed knowledge of Sufism, which caused Alwan to send him to Damascus to teach the poor.

Umar al-Iskafi used to visit Alwan in Hama once every year and remained there for three days at a time. al-Iskafi lived an ascetic life teaching the poor and once refused eighty gold dinars from the Turkish governor of Syria, Isa Pasha. Because of that refusal, the Pasha believed in Umar al-Iskafi. 'Isa Pasha, remarked once to Shaykh al-Iskafi that he released some thieves and drunkards because they told him that they were al-Iskafi's pupils. Umar al-Iskafi's response was that, "if my pupils were disciplined and good, I would not have to teach them."48

al-Iskafi was an excellent disciple of Alwan and carried on Alwan's teachings in 16th century Syria.

Alwan's Books

Shaykh Alwan wrote twenty-four books and essays concerning Sufism and related subjects. According to al-Alam (Second Edition 1954-59), only two of Alwan's books are published. They are "al-Jawhar al-Mahbuk," a Sufi poem about "traversing," and the other is "Badi al-Maani fi Sharh Aqidat al-Shaybani," an interpretation of the Ideology of al-Shaybani. Muhammad Ibn al-Hasan al-Shaybani, (748-804 AD), was a well known Hanafi scholar, who wrote several books in Fiqh and the Science of the derivation of rules.49 His book, "The Belief of al-Shaybani," is a famous religious poem on theology, having been interpreted by four different scholars, including Alwan, in four different eras of Islamic history.50
Four of Alwan's books were interpretations of four well-known Sufi poems, whose authors were al-Shaybani, Ibn al-Farid, Ibn Habib and al-Shushtari. He also wrote two full books about al-Sirah, commenting on "The Biography of the Prophet" and "al-Miraj," i.e., the Prophet's Journey to Heaven.

In Fiqh, Religious Law, Alwan wrote a book entitled "Misbah al-Hidayah," i.e., the light of guidance. The other fiqh essay is addressed to a common problem in Alwan's time, which was about looking and staring at strange women. But the most important writing of Shaykh Alwan was his book, "Important Counsels to Kings and Imams."
CHAPTER III

THE MANUSCRIPT: "IMPORTANT COUNSELS TO KINGS AND IMAMS"

"Important Counsels" exists in manuscript form only. The copy used by writer is the Princeton University copy manuscript no. 3344, from Robert Garret collection of Arabic manuscripts. In the same time, the manuscript of al-Zahiriyya, library no. 3261, also had been consulted.

The language of the manuscript is grammatically correct and the style of the writing is generally good.

Alwan mentioned that the reason for writing his book, was upon a request from a close friend. Alwan said:

I have been requested several times, by a close friend, to write this essay. He [that friend] wanted people to benefit from the Book [Qur'an] and the [Sunna].

Alwan felt that the new Ottoman regime of Sultan Selim I, was not following its responsibilities toward the Sharia, as the Only law of the Empire. Alwan in his work urged the sultan several times to send his decrees, all over his empire for the purpose of enforcing the Sharia, the religious law.

The most important consideration for Alwan, in this manuscript was his concern for justice, for the subjects of the Ottoman Empire and he began his writing with the following introduction:

Praise belongs to Allah, who establishes whom He wants to hold and wield the power...We do believe Mohammed is His servant and His Messenger...Whose Sunna is to support the oppressed, to strengthen the weak, to aid the helpless, and to mend the broken....
Alwan's book was addressed to unknown Ottoman sultan, who is not mentioned by name. Moreover, from the historical events recounted by Alwan, such as destroying the former unjust Mamluks regime, by the Ottoman Turks, he wrote: "Allah made you the sultan of the honourable Mosques, in Mecca and Medina. Allah also has bestowed upon you the kingdom of al-Sham [Syria]," but with no acknowledgment of his deeds.

Sultan Selim I established his regime in Syria and in Egypt between the period of 1517 and 1520, after which he returned to his capitol city Constantinople in Turkey. Therefore, the indications are that the book was written during those three years.

Alwan was careful in his book not to arouse the sultan's anger. Throughout the book he emphasized the point that he was not arousing the people against the new Ottoman rule. His only purpose was to give counsel to the sultan in establishing the Law of Allah, Sharia. Alwan wrote: "...And among his [prophet's] orders, are the bringing of good news, the easing and calming, not causing adversity."\textsuperscript{54} Alwan also emphasized the responsibilities of the Sultan as the ruler, stressing that the Sultan would be questioned, on the day of judgement by Allah, about the conditions of his rule, as the following hadith says:

\begin{quote}
Whoever of you, sees wickedness, he is commanded to change it with his hand, if he cannot, then with his tongue, if he still cannot, then at least with his heart and that is the weakest of the faith.
\end{quote}

Alwan believed that even though the above mentioned hadith was addressed to the Islamic nation in its entirety, it was more appreciable to imams and sultans, because kings have the ruling hand, spears and swords; scholars only possess the tongue for preaching and
condemning; The poor and the powerless have only the heart for rejecting and changing evils.  

Even though, when Alwan criticized the new Ottoman judicial system, he concluded.... "....we are saying that for the purpose of informing, (the sultan) and interceding [for the people]," He justified his criticism from the Quran.

Furthermore, Alwan stated that justice in the Ottoman State must protect the powerful and the powerless people. Alwan wrote this diplomatic interpretation for the following hadith: "The best Jihad (crusade) is to tell the truth, to an unjust ruler." This hadith means that a fighter for Jihad is in a battle ground between the joy of winning and the fearfulness of losing. But the teller of the truth must risk his self-esteem, which makes it more dangerous. Alwan's commentary for this hadith, was that telling the truth to a just ruler, such as the Sultan Selim, would be better than the best Jihad because in the case of the unjust ruler, the result would only be to establish the Law, Sharia of Allah. But with a just ruler the result would be more beneficial, because he would obey the truth, and he would be a good example to follow.

Alwan frequently in his manuscript urged the Ottoman sultan to care about the poor and the needy people, whose prayers for the Sultan would be strong support against his enemies.

It seems that Alwan penned his thoughts haphazardly because the book seems rather unorganized in its contents. Alwan divided his book into twenty-seven chapters, [Fusul], and sometimes he discussed issues in his writings more than once, such as alcohol and adultery.

The author strongly considered alcohol the mother of lewdness.
However, he added that important people, who were unable to give up alcohol, could drink discretely but not in public. In another section of the book, Alwan returned to the same subject of alcohol, to relate that drinkers must be reprimanded whether they be princes, ministers, or most important people.

In general, the entire book is based upon the interpretation by Alwan, of the three Qur'anic ayats:

(1) Those who, if we give them power in the land, establish, worship and pay the poor-due, and enjoin kindness and forbid iniquity. And Allah's is the sequel of events.  [Sura, The Pilgrimage; Ayat 41.]

(2) Lo! Allah enjoineth justice and kindness, and giving to kinsfolk, and forbideth lewdness and abomination and wickedness. He exhorteth you in order that ye may take heed.  [Sura, The Bee; Ayat 90.]

(3) The Most High said, telling the story of Joseph, the truthful, "O my Lord! Thou hast given me (something) of sovereignty and have taught me (something) of interpretation of events—Creator of the Heavens and the Earth! Thou art my Protection, friend in the world and in the hereafter; make me die submissive (unto thee); and join me to the righteous.  [Sura, Joseph; Ayat 101.]

Alwan in the manuscript discussed numerous social problems and issues i.e., Alms (Zakat), commanding good, forbidding evils, adultery, alcohol, wearing pure gold for men, decoration of cities for the sultans' joy, land taxes, and enslaving free people, all attempting to set rules for the Sultan's judgement.

Alwan also wrote about doing good to others [kindness], which included all types of social reforms, for the sake of, such as, poor and the needy, judges, schools, mosques, farmers, and preserving public morality, and ethics, as a guide for Ottoman rule over the Mamluk subjects.

It seems that Alwan did not like the Mamluks State, which he
referred to it as a tyrant state. Although Alwan did not mention the Mamluks by name, it is clear that he referred to them when he wrote about taxes taken from the farmers. Alwan wrote:

But when Allah has abolished those States and stripped off the darkness of injustice, the honourable authoritarian body has come to follow that way of the tyrant gang. However, Alwan preferred the Mamluks judicial system in spite of describing the Mamluks as a corrupt and tyrant state. The Ottoman judicial system placed high taxes on contracts and marriage licenses, and Alwan begged Sultan Selim I to change the new judicial law, or if not, to lessen the taxes.

Alwan concluded his book with hopes that the sultan would accept, understand, and carry out these sincere counsels according to the precepts of Sharia.

In summation, Alwan's goal in writing the book Important Counsels was that all people should benefit from the Qur'an and Sharia, and that justice would be established through the religious law-Sharias within the Ottoman Empire. Throughout his writings he attempted to be diplomatic in his attempt to move the Sultan to act with justice and moral fortitude.
CHAPTER IV

THE KHUTBAH OF THE BOOK, i.e., INTRODUCTION

IN THE NAME OF ALLAH, THE MERCIFUL, THE COMPASSIONATE

Praise belongs to Allah Who establishes whom He wants to hold and wield the power; Who entrusts whomsoever He wants in His Kingdom; Who establishes him [the entrusted] with His slaves who are appointed to govern over people. Allah has protected and given a victory to him [the entrusted]; and He obliges him [the Sultan] to thank Him for that grace, which, in turn, will be increased by giving us His graces and favors. We do ask Him for help to forsake His enemies. We do believe there is no god but Allah — such a belief rescues us from the doom of the flame and provides the reward of Paradise. We do believe Muhammad is His servant and His messenger, the carrier of good tidings, the warner and the light-giving lamp, who commands us to respect the adult and to have mercy upon the children, whose Sunna is to support the oppressed, to strengthen the weak, to aid the helpless and to mend the broken. And among his orders is the bringing of good news, the easing and the calming, not causing adversity, who is the best of horsemen and the bravest fighter when the battle becomes fiery. We ask that he be blessed and we salute him, his family and his followers. May the blessing last as long as Jihad continues and the trumpet is blown.

Now to our topic. This is an essay composed of honest advice
and elegant preaching. I have been requested several times by a close friend, to write the essay. He wanted people to benefit from the Book of Allah and the Sunna. I rejected the proposal with kindness, but he insisted with good intention. Therefore, I became determined, with Allah's willing, to compose what is contained here, for whoever wishes to avail himself of it. By the dignity of our messenger, Muhammad, blessing and peace upon him, we seek Allah for beneficial results from this essay for the public and private.

Let us begin the discussion with the most High saying, "Those who, if we give them power in the land, establish worship and pay the poor-due and enjoin kindness and forbid iniquity. And Allah is the sequel of events." [5. The Pilgrimage, A-41]. Allah the Most High also says, "Lo! Allah enjoineth justice and kindness, and giving to kinsfolk, and forbiddeth lewdness and abomination and wickedness. He exhorteth you in order that ye may take heed." [S. The Bee, A-90]. And the Most High said, telling the story of Joseph, the truthful, "O my Lord! Thou hast given me (something) of sovereignty and hast taught me (something) of the interpretation of events - Creator of the heavens and the earth! Thou art my Protecting Friend in the world and the Hereafter. Make me to die submissive (unto Thee), and join me to the righteous." [S. Joseph, A-101]. He, the Most High, tells about Solomon, the son of David, blessing and peace be upon them, who, he said when he saw the throne of Bilquis set in his presence, "This is of the bounty of my Lord, that He may try me whether I give thanks or am ungrateful. Whosoever giveth thanks he only giveth thanks for the (good of) his own soul: and whosoever is ungrateful (is ungrateful only to his own soul's hurt). For lo!
my Lord is Absolute in independence, Bountiful." [S. The Ant, A-40].

There are many āyahs on this subject [justice and thanking Allah]. Also, among the prophet's speeches there are famous known Hadiths which talk in the same manner such as "The most loved person by Allah and the closest to Him is a just imam and the farthest from Allah is an unjust ruler." Among those famous Hadiths, is his saying, peace and blessing upon him, the just rulers will be on the pulpits, which are made of light on the right hand of Allah. Both of His hands are right, those who act justly in their rules and families and what they are entrusted with. He, blessing and peace upon him, also said: "Do not curse a sultan who is the shade of Allah on the earth."59 Through him (the sultan) justice arises, the religion appears [will be declared], injustice will be repelled, impiousness will be destroyed.

There are many quotations on that aspect, which we have left out for fear of writing in length. Therefore, let us, with the permission of Allah, discuss the first āyah, "Those who, if we give them power in the earth..." which includes anyone given power, whether he is a king or a slave, a ruler, a minister, or a judge, influential or not. But the imam and Sultan are more responsible for doing what that āyah points out, which is the establishing of worship and paying the poor-due by word and deed, in his personal life and public life because Allah did not bestow His graces on him and give him His sovereignty, just to eat and drink, to amuse or play, to rejoice or to be delighted; but He gave him [the sultan or imam] that grace for the purpose of helping His religion, forsaking His enemies, and to succeed His prophet and messenger to carry out the divine edicts and
laws. He [the Sultan] must make people do their religious duties to Allah, which is pointed out by the Most High, "...Verily Allah helpeth one who helpeth Him. Lo! Allah is Strong, Almighty." [S. The Pilgrimage, A-40]. And again, "O ye who believe, be Allah's helpers..." [S. The Ranks, A-14]. Further, "O ye who believe! If you help Allah He will help you and will make your foothold firm." [S. Muhammad, A-7].

Helping Allah here means helping His religion and His prophet, peace and blessing upon him. That helping will be done by following the Quran and the Sunna, by word and deed, Sharia and Tariqa and in reality, as much as possible according to His, the Most High, word, "Allah tasketh not a soul beyond its scope..." [S. The Cow, A-286]. Again, "...Allah asketh naught of any soul save that which He hath given it..." [S. Divorce, A-7].

There is no way to achieve that purpose [following the Quran and Sunna] but by sitting with the scholars [ulama], reading the biography of the Prophet, peace and blessing upon him, and the four wise caliphs and following their examples. By scholar, I mean those who know Allah and His messenger, who seek knowledge of religious sciences for the sake of Allah, practice asceticism [abstinence from worldliness], and seek the Hereafter, who are sincere advisors unto themselves and others, who are striving for the way of Allah, and fear no blame from any blamer. These valuable scholars are very rare in these times. If Allah supports the King or the Sultan by giving him one of these scholars [mentioned above] it will be a great grace upon him when the King or the Sultan listen to them and obey what is for his own good.

By following the Quran and Sunna, the rule was established and
became straight for the wise caliphs and those who came after like 'Umar Ibn Abdul Aziz, may Allah be pleased with them all.

But the other kind of scholars who want, prefer, and are inclined to the world, they are worse for the nation than the Anti-Christ, the one-eyed liar, who comes just before the end of the world.

Therefore, the sultan and the like must avoid, remove, and take far away those worldly scholars. He must not help them with their corrupt aims according to the Most High, saying, "Then withdrew (O Muhammad) from him who fleeth from Our remembrance and desireth but the life of the world." [S. The Star, A-29]. And in His speech "...so distinguish between us and the wrongdoing folk." [S. The Table Spread, A-25]. Allah, may be praised, compares the worldly scholars, in the Quran, with donkeys and dogs, saying about Bal'am Ibn Ba'ura "...his likeness is as the likeness of a dog..." [S. The Heights, A-176]. Bal'am Ibn Ba'ura was a great scholar who knew the greatest name of Allah, however, he clung to the earth; i.e., he chose the worldly life and followed his own lust, I take refuge into Allah.

Also, Allah tells about the scholars of the Jews who changed the Torah, "The likeness of those who are entrusted with the Law of Moses, yet apply it not, is as the likeness of the ass carrying books..." [S. The Congregation, A-5]. Likewise, most of the scholars of the world, who changed what the Quran and the Sunna present, are also guilty, in their talk, behavior, conditions, habits, the way they eat and drink and dress, and in dealing with their families and their followers.

As a result, when their time's kings saw the worldly scholars characterized by choosing the world, they, the kings, deceived them
and hurt not benefited them. And it is Allah's help which is to be sought.

The Prayer

So that Allah may support and guide the man in charge, this ruler must send his honorable edicts and his noble letters all over the Kingdom to everyone legally obligated, to establish worship and pay the poor-due, whosoever private, public, males, females, free, slave, a follower or a followed, must worship Allah by the known way of the Sharia. The Sultan will order and warn the people according to their religious Imams' interpretation of the Sharia. However, the Sultan is more deserving of the right to appoint a person or persons from the followers of Imams who believe that the person who does not pray must be slain and never be left on the surface of the earth; because the sect of our Imam al-Shafi'i and his shaykh Imam Malik and his student Imam Ahmad, says that those who do not pray must be killed regardless of whether they deny prayer as a task or not, but if they deny it they will be killed as apostates, or as Sharia punishment, if they do not pray because of laziness, according to the Most High, saying, "...But if they repent and establish worship and pay the poor-due, then leave their way free. Lo! Allah is Forgiving, Merciful." [S. Repentance, A-5]. So, what is understood by this āyah is if they do not repent and establish worship and pay the poor-due, then take them and besiege them, and prepare for them each an ambush. On the other hand, He says, "But if they repent and establish worship and pay the poor-due, then are they your brothers in religion..." [S. Repentance, A-11].
What is understood by the preceding āyah is if they do not, then they are your enemies in religion. The distance between man and being a disbeliever and idolator is leaving prayer. The master of Arabs and non-Arabs, peace and blessing upon him, said: "I have been commanded to fight people until they say 'There is no God but Allah and Muhammad is His messenger' and establish worship." How many people in these times, who don't pray, among private, public, male and female, free and slave, and how they are neglected; by kings princes, ministers and great men, who do not receive punishment, humiliation, are driven away and prevent others from praying. How difficult will be the reckoning of those who are in charge! before Allah and before His messenger, peace and blessing upon him. Those who are in charge will be asked on the Judgement Day whereof the span is fifty thousand years! How disproved their argument will be under Allah! especially after He had established them in His earth and after the upper class and common people of His slaves have bowed to them. Therefore, wise people should beware of the Judgement Day and settle an account with themselves by looking attentively in the speech of the truthful, the believables, the master of formers and the latters, peace and blessing upon him who said, "Everyone of you is a ruler and every one of you shall be questioned about these under his rule." That means the Imam, the Sultan, who is called al-Khudawandgar, is a ruler, i.e., on anyone under his rule and his kingdom. The Sultan is responsible for his people, such as everyone: a prince, a great man, man and wife, employer and employee or servant, is responsible for those under his rule.
The questioning of those rulers will not occur peacefully, but it will occur when the questioned is full with awe of Allah, the Greatest, the Most High. How could he not be filled with fear in that Day when nations fall on their knees, when some prophets hang onto the leg of the Throne. On that Day "...faces humble themselves before the Living, the Eternal. And he who beareth (a burden of) wrongdoing is indeed a failure (on that Day)." [S. Ta Ha, A-ll1].

If the questioned had helped Allah in the world and carried out His edicts according to His orders, then he will be in the safety of Allah under the shade of His Throne. The master of mankind says, peace and blessing upon him, "Allah shades seven people in the Day when there is no shade but His shade, among those seven is a just imam, 61 i.e., not oppressor, sultan...

As the Sultan sends his edicts all over his kingdom urging the public and the private to establish prayer, he, at the same time, should deal with poor-due as the prophet did. The prophet, peace and blessing upon him, used to send out his employees in order to collect charities [zakat] and to receive full poor-due and the like. These charities and zakats are taken from the rich and given to the poor. The king or the sultan should have self-confidence and trust his employees not to treat people unjustly, greedily, or unfairly, then he appoints someone from his people and a group from his army, who fear Allah, who are honest with themselves and with their rich and poor brothers, who would not do wrong by taking gifts, bribes, fodder for their riding animal or hospitality for themselves without the permission of the property's owner. The collector of the alms must not harrass people, not take
their precious things or violate Allah's limits by word or deed. The
prophet said to Mu'ath Ibn Jabal "By Allah! I love, Muadh," however,
when he sent him as the one in charge of collecting alms, he enjoined
upon him not to take people's precious things and to beware of cursing
of the oppressed, because there is no veil between it and Allah.62 The
Sultan or the King has the right to appoint any one of his men, whom
he thinks has the mentioned requirements for collecting of alms. Must
be distributed among the deserving of that town which the Zakat is
collected from, but if there is more than enough, the Sultan gives the
rest of the Zakat to other towns according to the legal rules [known
rules] in each sect, including camels, cows, sheep, crops, fruits, and
minerals. The Sultan should warn or punish severely when he is sure,
those who violate the Zakat rules.

If the Sultan did that sincerely for Allah's sake, he will get
unlimited reward according to the prophet saying, peace and blessing
upon him, "Whosoever calls on people guidance, he will gain reward as
much as his followers gain." In addition, the Sultan will receive more
reward from Allah to the Sultan for establishing justice and kindness,
meeting the needs of the people, helping the oppressed, defending the
Muslim needy and for terrorizing disbelievers and hypocrites.

al-Zakat, Alms

After the Sultan has established these two great tasks Islamic
Pillars, prayer and Zakat and after the Two Tesifications, let us
move ahead to what the āyah says: "Those who, if we give them power..."
contains that which is doing good to others like tribal piety, helping
relatives on the maternal side, generosity, trust, self-guard, seeking
the beneficial knowledge, remembrance of Allah; building mosques, schools, fortresses, citadels and bridges; improving roads; calming the frightened people—how? by the sweet taste of justice; commanding people to pray on Friday, to do the group prayer every day, removing annoying obstacles from the streets, perpetuating the respect of the Ka'aba by visiting it and the performance of the Pilgrimage by those who are able to do it, commanding them to love, like and visit each other, and following the Sunna avoiding the intrusion of innovations which oppose Islam. The Sultan also commands to the other branches of the faith, but he should begin with the most important branches first and progress to the next important, anticipating Allah, the Most High.

As the Sultan commands righteousness, he should also forbid wickedness with his hand, his tongue and his heart according to Muhammad saying, peace and blessing be upon him, "Whoever of you sees wickedness he is ordered to change it with his hand; if he cannot, then with his tongue, if he still cannot, then at least with his heart and that is the weakness of the faith." The phrase "whoever of you sees" implies whom is told of or knows about wickedness is responsible for changing it. This basic matter, i.e., the commanding of righteousness and the forbidding of wickedness, even though it is addressed to the nation in its entirety, it is more so addressed to the man in charge, especially the Imam and Sultan because the Kings have the hand, the spear and the sword; the scholars have the tongue for preaching, reminding and condemning; the poor and the powerless have only the heart for rejecting and changing the wickedness.

The ancient nations were destroyed, cursed, and transformed into
monkeys and swine because they did not change and condemn wickedness.

Allah, the Most High, said "Those of the children of Israel who went astray were cursed by the tongue of David, and of Jesus, son of Mary. That was because they rebelled and used to transgress. They restrained not one another from the wickedness they did. Verily evil was that they used to do!" [S. The Table Spread, A-78-79].

The messenger of Allah, peace and blessing upon him, said, "When the children of Israel fell in the obediences, their scholars admonished them, however, they continued in the transgressions, then the scholars sat with them in their gathering places, ate and drank with them, then, Allah sealed up their hearts and cursed them through the tongue of David, and Jesus, Son of Mary. That was because they rebelled and used to transgress. [The reporter of the Hadith continued to say]: "The Messenger of Allah was reclining, then he abruptly sat up and continued "By He who has my soul in His hands, unless you bend them [the wicked] to the truth" [Such is your fate]. The honorable, our master, the truthful, Abu Bakr, the successor of the Messenger of Allah and justly so, may Allah look upon him with pleasure and, in turn, upon us, said "O! people! You read the following āyāh! O ye who believe! Ye have charge of your own souls. He who erreth cannot injure you if ye are rightly guided, [S. The Table Spread, A-105];" however, I heard the Messenger of Allah, peace and blessing upon him, "Verily, when people see the wrongdoer but do not prevent it, perhaps, Allah will punish them all," which means that the wrongdoer is he who transgresses any of Allah's limits, whoever he is public or private, prince or pauper. The Most High said "...whoso transgresseth Allah's limits, whoever he is he verily wrongeth the soul." [S. Divorce, A-1]. Also, He said
"for whoso transgresseth Allah's limits: such are wrongdoers."

[S. The Cow, A-229]. The limits of Allah mean the law of the precious Sharia which is devised by Allah for His creatures in His infinite knowledge and legislated as law for His slaves by His prophets and messengers' tongues, when He says, "He hath ordained for you that religion which He commended unto Noah, and that which We inspire in thee (Muhammad), and that which We commended unto Abraham and Moses and Jesus saying: Establish the religion, and be not divided therein..."

[S. Counsel, A-13]. What is meant by religion is Islam, which is the submission to Allah and the obeying of the Book, the Sunna by word and deed, the commanding and forbidding, in private and public, in the practice of the Sharia and the Tariqa, in the reality of the fact; because Allah the Most High, says "...We have neglected nothing in the Book (of Our decrees)..." [S. Cattle, A-38], and "...every small and great thing is recorded..." [S. The Moon, A-53]; also "All things we have kept in a clear register..." [S. Yasin, A-12]. Also, He says, "We have set thee (O! Muhammad) on a clear road of (our) commandant; so follow it, and follow not the whims of those who know not."

[S. Crouching, A-18].

So, Allah ordered our Prophet, peace and blessing upon him, to follow the path he was set upon, which is the Sharia of Islam and He forsook Muhammad to follow the lowly ignorants. Thus, what is ordered of our Prophet is addressed to us also; and what we are ordered to do the Sultan and Imam are more and more accountable. Similarly, whosoever is in charge, for example, ministers, influential men, judges and princes, whosoever obeys the commands of Allah gains victory and whosoever does not fails and will be the target of Allah's anger and
wrath. Allah says, "...Whosoever obeyeth Allah and His messenger, he verily hath gained a signal victory." [S. The Clans, A-71]. Also, "...And whoso obeyeth Allah and His messenger, He will make him enter Gardens underneath which rivers flow..." [S. Victory, A-17]; further, "Whoso obeyeth Allah and the messenger, they are with those unto whom Allah hath shown favour, of the Prophets and the saints and the martyrs and the righteous. The best of company are they!" [S. Women, A-69]. Allah tells about the transgressors and violators of the precious Sharia and His limits: "...and whoso disobeyeth Allah and His messenger and transgresseth His limits; He will make him enter fire, where such will dwell for ever." [S. Women, A-14]. Also, "...(Mine is) but conveyence (of the truth) from Allah, and His messenger, and whoso disobeyeth Allah and the Messenger, lo! his is fire of Hell, wherein such dwell for ever." [S. The Jinn, A-23]. Further, [Allah said] "...who conspire to evade orders beware lest grief or painful punishment befall them." [S. Light, A-63].

Some of our scholars say: "grief" means to die disbelieving and to be cut off from Islam. Thus, whosoever violates the Law of Allah which is included in the Quran and Sunna, cannot be saved from dying as a disbeliever [non-Muslim], thus he enters the fire of Hell forever. I take refuge in Allah.

Murdering the Human Soul

The acts which constitute immorality are innumerable, however, for the sake of brevity, we will not mention them in detail. However, we will point out the most vile of the iniquities, [the mothers of them].
Among these are the slaying of life, an act which is forbidden, therefore, it is the obligation of the man in charge, may Allah give him victory and support, to intercede and prevent any one, both private and public, from doing it, obeying as Allah says, "And slay not the life which Allah hath forbidden save with right" [S. Children of Israel, A-33]. He, also, said: "whoso slayeth a believer on set purpose, his reward is Hell for ever. Allah is wroth against him and He hath cursed him and prepared him an awful doom." [S. Women, A-93]. The wise would do well to contemplate that great threat from the Sovereign Lord, the Owner of Glory, may He be praised. Look! how He threatens with the fire of Hell! That Hell, which, if one of its dwellers were to be brought to earth and made to stand still in the east, facing west, and to breath westwardly, the people in the west would succumb from the heat of his breath; and if one of its garments were suspended between the heaven and the earth, the temperature of that garment would liquify the mountains, inflame the trees, and evaporate the sea. Imagine the condition of one who wears that garment upon his flesh. As if that punishment is not enough, He intensified it with eternality, i.e., everlastingly imposed upon the wrongdoer, who is imprisoned, descending into its deepest recesses. It is known that man was created weak, that he is unable to endure a lengthy stay in the bath [Turkish bath], for even a portion of a day or night. For example, when one takes a bath, there are bricks and mud between him and the fire, yet he can only endure the heat for about an hour; when he touches with his soft, smooth, delicate body and face that great fire which has been heated up for three thousand years, what then? He will be in Hell, chained with his hands tight about his neck and his feet are also chained
together so that he cannot protect himself or prevent the burning of his face. Allah says, "...and the Fire covering their faces."

[S. Abraham, A-50].

It is known that this fire of this world is one fraction of a degree out of sixty or more degrees of Hell. If this fire of the world had not been washed [cooled] twice with the water of the sea, it will never be useful for anyone in the world. Thus, one who slays a life unjustly, commits an offense against the palace of the Sovereign Lord, pulling down that precious construction (human body) which Allah has built with His hands, breathed in him something of His spirit, perfected his creation, established his foundations, restored his very fingers and firmed his heart. Allah had appointed whom He wants from His Realm (an angel) to guard that (human) construction for forty and forty and forty days until He breathed in him the spirit. Then that human construction became a fetus, a baby, a youth, then a middle-aged and an old man, until that criminal came and demolished that precious construction without the permission of its owner. Have you thought if one commits that crime against one of this world's Kings! by permitting himself to destroy that king's palace and defile his inviolability! What would happen to him is a great anger, destruction and a long imprisonment. Therefore, Allah, The Most High, said, "...Allah is wroth against him and He hath cursed him and prepared for him an awful doom."

[S. Women, A-93].

Also, it is a fact that the master of human kind, the prophet, considered slaying a life unjustly one of the greatest enormaties. It is recited that the vanishment of the world is less important to Allah than slaying a Muslim life unjustly, or something close in meaning to
that. However, this Hadith, mentioned above, has been reported in a
correct Isnād (documentary tradition) by al-Tirmidhi and al-Nisā'ī,
which is word by word, the following: "Surely, slaying a believer is
more important to Allah than vanishing the world." 66

Also, the master of former and latter folk, peace and blessing
upon him, said: "Whosoever assists in the slaying of a Muslim, even
with part of a word, he, (the assistant) will meet Allah with this
written on his forehead 'despair under the mercy of Allah.' "67 We take
refuge from the causes of His anger!

Usamah ibn Zaid, the very honorable, is a disciple son of the
disciple, the candidate and the beloved son of the beloved of our mas-
ter [the prophet]. However, the Prophet placed a great blame on Usamah
for his killing that man after he [that man] said, "There is no god but
Allah." Usamah, Allah may be pleased with him, claimed that the man
was killing and maiming Muslims and protecting himself from being
killed by declaring the submissive to Allah hypocritically. The Prophet
asked Usamah, "Have you torn open his heart? Do you know he is your
equal after he said it? Or something to that effect?" Usamah wished
that he had not converted to Islam before that day. Further, the
Prophet reiterated saying: "How would it be when the Testimony comes,
[in the Hereafter], disputing you before Allah." The aforesaid Hadith
is in Sadih of Muslim. 68 The Master of creatures, peace and blessings
upon him, said: "When two Muslims meet each other with their swords,
both of them are in the fire..."69 Also, the Prophet said: "To abuse
a Muslim in a transgression and to fight with him is unbelief."70 The
Prophet said, "Do not become unbelievers killing each other after I
leave this world." And, in continuing, "It is forbidden to slay a
a Muslim unless he commits one of the following three crimes: First, renouncing Islam; Second: adultery; Third: slaying a soul unjustly."\(^71\)

Therefore, it is the duty of the men who are in charge, especially al-Khudawandgar, Allah may support them all, to entrust princes, leaders, influential men and soldiers not to shed blood unjustly unless there are legal reasons such as changing the religion or rebelling against the Imam of the Muslims, then he must be punished according to the precious Sharia. When the sultan knows about an excess from one of his army shedding blood unjustly, he, the sultan, should condemn it and clear himself from it before Allah. The messenger of Allah, when he knew about killing of some people by Khalid Ibn al-Walid, he said: "O Allah! I clear myself from what Khalid has done."\(^72\)

Khalid slew those people because they did not know how to say "we submit to Islam," instead they said "we have changed our religion." Although, the sultan is obligated to punish whosoever sheds blood unjustly, according to the law of the precious Sharia, which is retaliation, paying the blood-money, or sin-offering. The sultan is responsible for all that matters according to the Prophet, peace and blessing upon him, saying: "Everyone of you is a ruler." So, he will be questioned about these who are under his rule.

The imam, the sultan, should send out his honorable edicts to the army not to frighten Muslims or point to them with weapons. In the case of slaying necessarily a life according to the law of Sharia, the imam should have the executioner do the execution right, because the Prophet, peace and blessing upon him, said: "Allah commands kindness in everything, so when you slay, slay right, and when you kill [an animal] kill them right."\(^73\)
The sultan should order the executioner, who is called, in our country, 'the lamplighter,' masha'ili, to allow the Muslim who must be killed, according to the man in charge command to allow the accused to pray two bowings [rak'as]. The disciple Khubaib, Allah may be pleased with him, did the Sunna of execution prayer, who said, [just before the Qureysh slew him in Mecca]: "I do not care to be killed and on which side of my body for the sake of Allah, as long as I am a Muslim. Allah may bless my severed members."

Mutilation is forbidden, however, crucifixion and the like is legal when it is needed, such as for highwaymen, according to its laws in the Books of Fiqh.

**Adultery and Its Punishments**

Among the forbidden atrocities are adultery and sodomy, which have been practiced openly in this time. Therefore, the man in charge must remove them and establish Allah's limits over those who commit those forbidden acts. The sultan is obligated to punish an unmarried person by beating him with a hundred stripes and exiling him for a year. In the case of slaves, males or females, [adultery punishment] is fifty stripes and a half year of exile. That previous punishment must be done if the forbidden acts are proved by either conceding those sins by the sinful or by [legal] evidence. In the case of married people, males or females, [when they commit adultery] they must be stoned.

Allah entrusts the rulers only to establish such as these limits. Intercession for abandoning these limits against either nobles or lower people is unlawful. If adultery or fornication cannot be proved,
but it is widespread that they [males and females] committed the forbidden act of being alone with each other during a period doing lewdness, then they must be prevented from doing that.

Among the great misfortunes in Islamic countries is the allowing of adultery publicly. In some of the Muslim countries, the ruler or the Treasury-Secretary assumes a certain amount of money from prostitution. The ruler [of that country] is satisfied with that forbidden ill-gotten money. In that country young men and dissolutes are asked of an evil act by prostitutes in the streets and alleys. There is an appointed man in charge of taking care of these women and collecting that money from them. That kind of money, mentioned above, is called by the precious Sharia, "The Prostitution Dowry," which is collected with the permission of the man in charge in that country. It has been reported correctly that the master of former and latter folk, peace and blessing upon him, forbids the diviner's fee and prostitution dowry. Also, there is a kind of forbidden money, which is collected from the wine shops. I mean the spot where wine is sold safely with the ruler's permission. That forbidden money goes to the fortunate treasury. I mean the public treasury or it is spent on the army. That act does not please Allah and His messenger; in contrast with that, it causes the wrath and the anger of Allah. That act, also, offends the messenger of Allah in his grave, because the works of his community are shown to him there.

So, we wish that Allah may guide our master, the Sultan, al-Khudwandgar to remove this ugly innovation, which causes Allah's wrath and anger upon the people of that area. If the sultan does that he will get a reward in his book [of record]. He, also, should take
the opportunity from what the Master of the Heaven and Earth, Muhammad, the chosen, has said:

Whosoever makes a good rule in Islam, he will gain its reward, and will be rewarded for doing that rule by those who follow it until the Day of the Raising of the Dead. And whosoever makes an evil rule in Islam, its sin and the sin of those who do it will be upon the maker until the Day of the Raising of the Dead.

Allah would fill the fortunate treasury with His graces from His bounty's treasuries because Allah's are the treasuries of the heavens and the earth. Allah provides for the victorious army from a different way, because He said: "And how many animals are there that beareth not its own provision! Allah provideth for it and for you." [S. The Spider, A-60].

Whosoever leaves a thing for Allah's sake, He gives him in exchange better than that thing. The entering of forbidden, ill-gotten, even that in doubt, [in the public treasury] may cause a failing, defeating and unholding firm in a bottle. It has come to our knowledge that a crusader man paid for his horse's fodder with a counterfeit dirham, i.e., faulty dirham. When the fighters lined up before the battle, that man drove his horse toward the enemies but the horse refused to advance, which was not his habit. The man tried and tried to drive the horse to fight but he failed, so when he could not do any harm to the enemy, he returned to his home overburdened and he slept distressed. The horse came to him in his sleep telling him "You liked to use my back to fight unbelievers after you had put in the price of my fodder a counterfeit dirham." The man woke up and repented since then by paying the seller of that fodder a good dirham. Then he rode his horse again driving him toward the enemies. The horse advanced where as he had refused before. Thus, because of his respect for Allah,
Allah gave what he wished [to do his Jihad]. On the whole, Allah, the Most High, enriched the army of the Master of creatures, peace and blessings upon him, and the disciples' armies after that, by giving them lawful booty and other [rewards]. Allah may enrich the victorious army from His bounty, Allah is generous, and ample of means.

Among the wickedness is wine; which is called the Mother of Lewdness, that our Great Lord, the Most High, said: "O ye who believe! Strong drink and games of chance and idols and divining arrows are only as infamy of Satan's handiwork. Leave it aside in order that ye may succeed." [S. The Table Spread, A-90].

The Prophet, peace and blessing upon him, ordered people to pour out their wines. When the forbidding of alcohol had been revealed, the disciples poured out the alcohol they had until the wine flowed in the streets of Madinah. So, it is clear that drinking, buying, selling, or importing alcohol is against the law of the precious Sharia. Therefore, it is the duty to whom Allah spread out wide His hand, to help the religion of Allah, the Most High, and to follow the messenger of Allah, peace and blessing upon him, by pouring out the wine according to the Sharia.

If the soldiers, dependents of the army, and important princes, are unable to wean their souls from alcohol, and they crave it, then it should be drunk discretely, not publicly. It says, in the tradition: "Whosoever is tried with one of their sins (disobediences) should hide himself in Allah's shelter."76

When the sultan, the King enforced Allah's commands and protects His limits from being violated, Allah would support him strength, reverence, power, and aloftness. Allah said to His prophet regarding
the Dwellers of the Cave: "If thou hadst observed them closely thou hadst assuredly turned away from them in flight, and hadst been filled with awe of them." [S. The Cave, A-19]. Likewise, Allah will control people for the sultan and make them love him. According to His saying: "Lo! those who believe and do good works, the Beneficient will appoint for them love." [S. Mary, A-96]. Very little respect would be given those who commit crimes, shameful deeds, and sins, because Allah comes between them and the hearts of His people. This is because He does not love them [the sinful people], when someone is hated by the Truthful One, no one can love that person after that. We take refuge unto Allah from His hate and aloofness.

Defrauding People Their Rights

Among these wickednesses is diminishing to the people their rights and taking their money illegally, which is a wrongdoing. Allah says in some of His sayings: "O! my slaves, I have forbidden myself wrong doing, which I have forbidden it among you, so do not treat one another unjustly." [Holy Hadith (Qudsi)] Also the Most High says: [in the Quran]:

1. "Woe unto the defrauders:

2. "Those who when they take the measure from mankind demand it full,

3. "But if they measure unto them or weigh for them, they cause them loss.

4. "Do such (men) not consider that they will be raised again

5. "Unto an awful Day,

6. "The day when (all) mankind stand before the Lord of the Worlds?" [S. Defrauding, A-1 through 6].
If this great threat concerning the defrauder, who diminishes his customer some of his rights, and how much more of that threat to the usurper and the tax collector and the like, who eats people's money openly as it had been in the tyrant-sultans' time. Those tyrant-sultans whom Allah granted them time, then when He took them, destroying them, He did not let them escape. Why it should be so, He says: "Deem not that Allah is unaware of what the wicked do." [S. Abraham, A-42]. The messenger of Allah says: "A Muslim is forbidden to another Muslim; his blood, money and honor."77 The messenger also says: "A Muslim’s money is forbidden unless he gives it willingly."78

It has not been reported by either he [the messenger] or anyone of the wise caliphs, who came after him, that they made tax or tamgha [a seal, a tax on imports, etc.]. This was not allowable. Also they did not allow themselves to take tamghas or tax. Our scholars, Allah may have mercy upon them, still disapprove of one who takes tax. Perhaps they would call him a disbeliever. Therefore, Allah may cause our master, al-Khudawandgar, bosom to dilate, so that he [in order to] remove this harm and put away this grief from the moslems. The Sultan will get an advantage of the prayers of the poor and needy people. The reward for doing that will reach the Sultan's book [of record] and his ancestors and descendants' books as well. Allah may have mercy upon all of them. Allah will give the Sultan in return a good fortune in this life and in the Hereafter. Allah will increase, also, the Sultan's glory. O Allah make us and him [the Sultan] among those who vie one with another for a paradise as wide as are the heavens and the earth.

O, the victorious King! and the lucky Sultan, glory has originated its flag above your caravan. Good fortune has spread its garment upon
you. People have obeyed you. The countries have been well-ordered by you. You have become possessed of power; then pardon with goodness. You have obtained power, then forgive. Abolish these misleading innovations. Make these satanic events die. Make the face of the Moham-madan Sunna smile. Accept this interceding from a slave, who hopes that Allah makes him a sincere adviser to himself and to you. Seize the opportunity of the prayers of the poor and needy people.

1. "When your turns of good fortune come, avail yourself to them, because every wind sometimes must calm down."

2. "Hasten to do goodness with them (your turns), because you never know when calmness occurs."

The Sultan's Men Take People's Riding Animals Unjustly

Among those wickednesses is taking Muslim's animals illegally and by force by the Sultan's men. The man in charge, Allah may give him a lasting happiness, must change and abolish that mentioned habit. The Sultan must forbid this to his men [al-Wullaq], who he sent throughout the Kingdom, forbids them from taking of the Muslim's animals illegally by force. He [the Sultan], also, must prevent those men from beating or insulting Muslims in cities or in the desert. Such an action is his duty, Allah may support him, because doing this is obeying the following Hadith: "A Muslim is a brother of a Muslim, he does him no injustice, nor does he leave him."79 The prophet also said:

Help your brother whether he is the doer of the wrong or wrong is done to him. They (his companions) said: We can help a man to whom wrong is done, but how could we help him when he is the doer of wrong? He said take hold of his hands from doing wrong.80

This means that a Muslim must not leave his brother to someone to do wrong to him.
Our Master! Allah may support you, look into this speech by the most honorable of the creatures, your Prophet Mohammad, peace and blessings upon him, whose interceding, you hope in the Hereafter. Do not ignore him; if you do, perhaps he will blame you when you stand before him in the Hereafter. He will say to you: go away from me; - taking refuge into Allah; - you and I are not related; have you not told this about me. "And whatsoever the messenger giveth you, take it, And whatsoever he forbiddeth, abstain (from it)." [S. The Exile, A-7]. I have commanded you to help your brother whether he is the doer of wrong or wrong is done to him; but you neither help your brother by stopping him from doing wrong, nor supporting what wrong is done, by giving him his right. O the victorious King! do not think that what you, the army and others do is hidden from Allah, His messenger, the angels and the saints (awlya); because the Most High said:

And say (unto them): Act! Allah will behold your actions, and (so) will His messenger and the believers, and ye will be brought back to the Knower of the invisible and the visible, and He will tell you what ye used to do. [S. Repentance, A-105]. Know [to the king] that we have told that one of Allah’s slaves lost his consciousness in as much as his family thought him dead. People, therefore, received word to do the funeral prayer for him; but his washer was clever and delayed the dead man's washing, day after day until three days had passed. Then that person whom they thought to be dead sat up saying "Give me gruel to eat." He was asked about what he had seen in his unconsciousness. He told his story which is briefly, that unconsciousness showed the messenger of Allah surrounded by Abu Bakr on his right, Umar [ibn al-Khattab] on his left and Umar ibn Abd
al-Aziz in front of him. The man was astonished at Umar ibn Abd al-Aziz's being so close to the messenger. When he asked how Umar ibn Abd al-Aziz obtained that close position to the messenger, he was answered that they, i.e., the two Shaykhs, Abu Bakr and Umar, may Allah be pleased with them, ruled with justice in the time of justice, but Umar ibn Abd al-Aziz ruled with justice in the time of injustice.

So, you, our Master are more deserving of this honor and more deserving to hasten to this spoil [gain]. Therefore, make your subjects taste the coolness of your justice because they have been burned, before you came, by the heat of the tyrants' injustice.

Allah has made you and your princes wealthy. So in each town should be horses and animals for the mail, with the purpose of serving the needs of the people and the needs of the Sultan. If one of the Wullaq, I mean to say, a delegate's horse could not take him to the next town where there were mail horses, and he by chance met a caravan, he should kindly rent one of those caravan animals. Renting the animal must not be against its owner's will, who should be paid by the Public Treasury.

This is what is required by the religious law, which is designated as the Religion of Islam. Otherwise there are among the invented innovations which, are out of the Law of the Honorable Sharia. The Most High said: "Whatsoever the messenger giveth you, take it. And whatsoever he forbiddeth, abstain (from it)." [S. Exile, A-7]. The messenger said: "whosoever creates in this matter [Islam] something that does not belong to it, that creation will be rejected." The same previous Hadith has been repeated in another form: "Whosoever does an act that is not based on our matter [Islam], that act will be a
rejection,” meaning rejected or unacceptable.

So whatever the Legislator rejects the man in charge, - may Allah support him - and everyone must reject and not accept it. But if the man in charge accepts and does not reject it, that would be opposing and disobeying Allah and His messenger, Allah said:

And whoso opposeth the messenger after the guidance (of Allah) hath been manifested unto him, and followeth other than the believer's way, We appoint for him that unto which he himself hath turned, and expose him unto hell - a hapless journey's end. [S. Women, A-115].

The Celebration of Victory

Among these evils is the victory celebration, which has become a common practice. This celebration must be changed and removed.

When an announcer of good news comes, with good news about a victory, such as conquering a city, killing an enemy and gaining his wealth and so forth, the governor of that town, which received that news, orders the mayor, called al-Kiekhia, to collect money. Then the mayor starts his job increasing the wanted amount, making even poor and needy people pay. They the mayor's men, perhaps supported by the governor's men, drag Muslims to jail beating and insulting them. Therefore, if the wronged cannot invoke evil upon his wronger with a tongue, for fear of being beaten, he will do it in his heart against whomever beats him, insults him, or harms him, whether he be a sultan, a governor, or so forth. He will invoke evil upon that person with his heart where the Great Mighty Allah looks in, who said: "Lo! nothing in the earth or in the heavens is hidden from Allah." [S. The Family of 'Imrân, A-5]. He also said: "He knoweth the traitor of the eyes, and that which bosoms hide." [S. The Believer, A-19].
It has been known to the elite and the masses that the invoking of Allah by a wronged person, against someone is to be raised above the clouds, and the Mighty Allah says: "By my greatness and mightiness I will grant you even after a period of time." Therefore, the Master of the formers and the latters, peace and blessing upon him, says: "Fear the invoking by a wronged one, because there is no veil between it and Allah." As a result of forcing people to pay, it will be ingratitude of the grace of victory. We take refuge into Allah. This is due to the fact that graces must be thanked for in return. Thanking to righteousness is not to disobey Allah, because of His graces, it was more appropriate that charity be given to the needy, poor and weak people in every town, which make them increase their prayers for their Imam and Sultan. This would be a cause for increasing the Sultan's victory and his success. The master of Arabs and non-Arabs, the Prophet, said: "You get victory and provisions only because of the weak people among you."82

Allah may increase to us and to you His bounty - look into how our Prophet made the weak and their high-mindedness the reason for victory and success! Then how is the matter in contrast with that, which is taking money for that celebration from the weak people who cannot afford it?, because some people cannot pay even one dirham, however they are obligated to pay more than that many times.

Perhaps that matter is not known by our master, al-Khudawngar, which is what we think of him, may Allah give him a lasting victory and good fortune.
The Celebration of Sultans' Joy

Among these evils is decorating cities by the former kings. This happens when a sultan or king is happy about something. Then streets and shops will be decorated. The reason for considering this as an evil, is that Allah did not command us to cover rocks or bask in glory with wearing gold and silk. Indeed He commands us not to be deluded by this present life and to lead an anxious one. He forbade His messenger not to turn his eyes to the flower of the life when He said:

And strain not thine eyes toward that which We cause some wedded pairs among them to enjoy, the flower of the life of the world, that We may try them thereby. The provision of thy Lord is better and more lasting. [S. Ta Ha, A-131].

So, what is addressed to our Prophet is addressed to us except what is for his privacy.

We have known that one of the disciples, Salman al-Farsi, rejected decoration. Salman married a woman from the Kinda tribe. On the wedding night the bride's family decorated the house and covered its walls with clothes. When Salman saw that, he said: "Does your house have a fever, or the Ka'aba has been transformed to Kinda?" Then he gave an order to remove these clothes and he mentioned that the Prophet forbade covering rocks. Likewise in the quoting from him [the Prophet].

Meanwhile, the Prophet said: "My disciples are like stars, anyone of them you follow you will be guided."83 The purpose of covering the Ka'aba with Kiswa, is glorifying the signs of the religion of Allah. Also this is because the Ka'aba is the Holy House of Allah, that whoever enters it will be safe.

The decorating shops and streets, would result in gathering there
some of the impious, drinking wine publicly for all the world to see, declaring the obedience of the Generous Lord. This is the same as ingratitude to the grace of Allah upon them in front of their sultan and king. So much, that one of the merchants in our city was beaten with sticks. He was told that he failed to put more silk and fabrics for the decorations, which means that he hates al-Khudawandgar.

We certainly know that all people used to invoke evil upon that former state, because of injustice the people used to be in, meanwhile, those peoples were praying to Allah that He will establish al-Khund-wangār. May Allah give him victory and support. Allah gave the Prophet and the wise Caliphs great conquest and huge spoils, however, they did not order decorations of either shops or streets. On the contrary, they hastened to perform the gratitude bowing, thanking Allah for His grace of success and victory. They did not do either, with shameful-ness nor demonstrate drinking wine. Those whom every wise person, either from the elites or the public, must follow their example. The master of the creation said: "Whoever lives after Me, he will see a big change. Therefore, cling to My Sunna and the Sunna of the wise Caliphs after me."

It was more suitable that the subject be ordered to fast, pray and do good, not demonstrate sinful actions, innovations and drinking wine; but verily to Allah we belong and verily unto Him we return.

Wearing Gold and Silk

Among the wickednesses is wearing gold and silk, which have become a general common misfortune. Many of the men, who are influential princes and big men, wear gold and pure silk. The messenger of Allah
has forbidden men to wear such as these. This was said by him [the Prophet] to Umar ibn al-Khattab, may Allah be pleased with him, when he saw him in a sira suit, i.e., a silk suit, "whosoever wears this would have no share by Allah in the Hereafter." The messenger of Allah, said to a man who had a golden ring on his hand: "Some of you put a piece of fire on his hand." When that man heard that statement, he took off that ring and left without it. The Prophet took two pieces, one of gold and the other of silk, saying: "These are forbidden to my community's males, but they are legal for its females. According to that previous Hadith, it is clear that gold and silk are forbidden.

Our scholars, may Allah have mercy upon them, said that the Legislator allowed women to wear gold and silk in order to populate this lower world with mankind. His wisdom required that propagating, has to be brought about through breeding, which occurs because of sexual desire. Therefore, He made gold and silk allowable for women in order to attract men. Then the purpose that is required by Allah's wisdom will be achieved. As a result of this, it is known that men with decency refuse to imitate women. Why should it be so? The messenger of Allah has cursed those men who want to be like women.

What we know in the religious school of our Imam, al-Shafii, may Allah be pleased with him, that gold and silk are not permitted to men for dressing up, however, gold and silk may be allowable in case of need. Here is not the right place to discuss those cases of need. If someone said that wearing gold means an ornament, for the army and pride for the Muslims, and, on the other hand, coercion for the enemy, the answer will be that modesty is more than that. Our Lord, the Most High, the Truth, says: "O Children of Adam! We have revealed unto you
raiment to conceal your shame, and splendid vesture, but the raiment of restraint from evil, that is best. This is of the revelations of Allah, that they may remember." [S. The Heights, A-26]. So what the Truth said is goodness otherwise evil.

If it is said that the issue is controversial and some scholars made that allowable; the answer is, it is wise to take a safe route, because it is not wise to take a dangerous one. Let us suppose that you intend to travel somewhere, then were told by a group of people that it will not be safe to go there, and in the meantime were told by one or by a group less in number, than the first group that your route was safe, wouldn't you be suspicious that you take the route which is agreed on by both groups that it is safe. That route is pious and Allah-fearing.

The messenger said: Leave what makes you doubtful to that which does not: "I have advised you, because I know lust! But what I see is the opposite of my advice. So, choose for yourself what you like."

Enslaving Free People

Among these wickednesses is enslaving free people. The meaning of that is that some of those who are close to princes order people to carry for them meat, bread, or barley [from the market to their house]. They may call upon some of the lads of the city in order to serve them. These beardless boys refuse to go out with them, fearing for themselves of sodomy and immorality. They hit the lads with a stick, stone or something heavy without avoiding hitting them in a vulnerable spot and so forth, so much that a boy of our town has refused to accompany them fearing for his honor, one of the wrongful, impious, who hit that boy
with something and murdered him. As far as we know the retaliation for
that boy from the murderer has not been done. The reason for that is
the witnesses would not dare to testify, fearing of the governor accord-
ing to what we have been told. We hope that our master al-Khundawangar,
may Allah give him a valid glory, of his obeying Allah, that he look
kindly to his subjects' situation by issuing his honorable edicts, which
will prevent such corruption. Allah will reward him for that. In
addition, the sultan will receive an advantage of the weaks' prayers
among his subjects for him.

Soldiers Harrassing People

Among the evils is attacking the subjects' houses by the moving
army. Those soldiers come upon people's herem [women]. They stay in
people's homes by force, which is the same as opposing the Book and the
Sunna. Allah, Who is Great and Mighty said:

O ye who believe! Enter not houses other than your own with-
out first announcing your presence and invoking peace upon the
folk thereof. That is better for you, that ye may be heedful.

And if ye find no one therein, still enter not until permission
hath been given. And if it be said unto you: Go away again,
then go away, for it is purer for you. Allah knoweth what ye
do. [S. Light, A-27, 28].

The messenger of Allah also said: "Permission has been made because
of the sight."

The Prophet moreover, has allowed throwing something of the pupil
of the eye of whoever looks through door holes and so forth. If the
thrower gouged out his [whoever looked] eye then the thrower won't be
charged of anything, according to the rules for this case, which have
been established [in the Fiqh books]. In addition to this, the soldiers
take by force the fodder of the hosts' animals for their horses, such
as straw and barley. Besides they demand hospitality.

We have been told that one of the attendants and soldiers stayed as a guest with some people who received and honored him. Also they spent their night guarding that guest. But in the morning he claimed that he had lost a silky belt accusing them of stealing it. His claim was not proved in a legal way. He demanded from them such and such of dinars. The hosts were scared of being beaten by the city's governor and his representatives, or to be charged more and more for that belt, which the person claimed had been stolen. Moreover, they would be taken to jail. That has happened to other people in the past. Wisdom says: "The lucky one is he who learns a lesson from the others' bad experience."

So, the subjects have been confused. If they honor the guest soldier it will be harmful, if they dispute him, that will be worse and worse. In addition to that, those soldiers harass their hosts by asking for chickens, eggs, taking their horses to water, and watching their animals and so forth. The man in charge, may Allah give him more and more happiness, is responsible for that according to his saying, peace and blessing upon him: "...and every one of you will be questioned about those under his rule." However, [the sultan] does not know anything about this matter.

The Hawtah System

Among these wickednesses, is taking money unjustly from villagers and farmers. That money is called, sometimes protection fees and sometimes called Hawtah [encircling] according to the law of the unjust [former] rulers, may Allah not bless them for Muslims, save among them
those who repented, believed in Allah, then did good acts.

The origin of this protection money, is when their injustice increased and their tyranny became common, and when the sultan used to ask for much money from town governors, before and after appointing them governors. As a result of this situation, governors expanded their greed toward people, money including the bedouins and city people. Every village, whether its people were powerful or weak, belong to a certain persons of these governors. They [the governors] respect a powerful person because of his power. Therefore, they don't exaggerate injustice to the people of his town. They do this for the purpose of reputation and hypocrisy, not for the sake of Allah. However, they don't care about the weak, destroy his farmers and village people. As a result of that, the weak people fled to the powerful, making for them a certain amount of money paid every year in order to protect them, from the injustice of the city's governor and his representatives. So, when the people send [that money] to the governor in order to abstain from doing them wrong.

Now Allah has removed these states and stripped off those injustices and darknesses; however, the secretaries of the honorable authority, since they came, have been following the example of that tyrant band. This harms many of the needy and poor people in the country, which makes them [now] call for help against injustice that is as it was before. Allah is, who is asked for help. The secretaries have ignored this betrayal of Allah and His messenger; they continue to forget the following sayings of the Most High: "O ye who believe! Betray not Allah and His messenger, nor knowingly betray your trusts."

[S. Spoils of War, A-27].
They [the secretaries] want to reform the world of the King, who trusted them, but they have corrupted their lives and his hereafter, because every dirham taken illegally must be returned to its deserving and its possessor, according to the following saying, by who doesn't speak of his own desire [the Prophet]: "Surely rights will be returned to their deserving, to the extent that it will be retaliating from a horned sheep, for the hornless one."\textsuperscript{86} It has been repeated in the tradition, that whoever takes illegally one denique, one-sixth of a dirham, on the day of judgement, seventy accepted prayers will be taken out of his good works in return for that denique. Would to God if only one of us prayed one accepted prayer during his life time. How would the Truth accept prayers from those who do not fear Allah, Who said: "...Allah accepteth only from those who ward off (evil)."

[S. The Table Spread, A-27].

The duty of the secretary is not to betray the one who trusted him [the sultan], because the hereafter is better than the world, so as to inform the sultan of people's complaints of wrongdoing. Mean-time, the secretary should inform the sultan of the conditions of the poor and needy people, in order to have both the sultan and his secretary, look into the people's affairs. But there is no strength nor power but by means of Allah, the High, the Most Great.

Ibn Maimun's Jihad in al-Maghrib

If we count wickednesses we need to write volumes, but counting some of them would substitute counting them all.

Now we should turn to the honorable ðyah: "Those who if We give them power..." analyzing it as the following:
The relative pronoun, who [in the āyah] could be accusative in two possibilities. First: The relative pronoun, who, is accusative because it is a substitution of the previous āyah: "Verily Allah helpeth one who helpeth Him." [S. Pilgrimage, A-40]. Then the meaning will be "Allah helpeth who if We give them power..." This has become thus from an addressing speech from third person to the second. Second: As praising [comes later on page 66]. The first possibility would indicate that the Knower, the Mighty, has guaranteed victory, support, strength and good fortune for those who support His religion, who preserve His limits, who obey His order, who establish worship, pay the poor-due, enjoin kindness and forbid inquiry.

The following Qur'anic āyah proves that guarantee:

O ye who believe! If you keep your duty to Allah, He will give you discrimination (victory)... [S. Spoils of War, A-29].

And that Our Host, they verily would be the victors. [S. Those Who Set The Ranks, A-173].

And whoso taketh Allah and His messenger and those who believe for friend (will know that), lo! the party of Allah, they are the victorious. [S. The Table Spread, A-56].

Therefore, whoever likes to be a victor over his enemies and to defeat his opponents in his concerns about kingship, holding the authority or the like, then he must cling to God-fearing ones, which we have explained above, such as establishing worship, commanding good, forbidding evils, and paying the poor-due. On the other hand, whoever likes the opposite of that, failure, disappointment and breaking up his gathering and destroying his rule and regime, then he should take the opposite stand and vice versa.

We have been told the following story by our shyikh, our teacher,
the master, the noble of birth, the saint, the knower of Allah, the educator, the guide Abu al-Hasan Ali ibn al-Sayyed Maimun al-Maghribi al-Hasani, may Allah have mercy upon him, may Allah bless us and our dears by him and his ancestors and his descendants. He said that he has been in Jihad, a crusader, in the way of Allah. That was in Ghamara Land, in the far Maghrib, near the ocean. Our shyikh was born and raised there. Then close to or after his attaining puberty, he moved to the city of Fas [Fez] in al-Maghrib. In Fas, there is a sultan, excellent learned men, scholars in Hadith, Quran readers, Fuqaha and others. Our shyikh, may Allah hallow his secret, used to praise that city and those scholars. He praised them because of what are there [of good things] such as Allah-fearing and good religion and security for a family and self and money. He praised them also, because the judges are abstanants and the ulama, in Fas, are not greedy. They work together commanding good and forbidding evil. They are humble in their clothes, their riding animals and their appearances, so much that he (his shyikh) told us that one of that city's (Fas) judges named Sidi Ahmad al-Rahouni, may Allah have mercy upon him, was an ascetic toward worldly things and very humble. He says valuable words such as, as our shyikh (Ibn Maimun) reported it about him: Life is pregnant, thou knowest not, it will bring forth, meaning that the events of life are not to be trusted. Our shyikh, [Ibn Maimun], may Allah make him beneficjal to people, had visited that mentioned shyikh, al-Rahouni. Ibn Maimun said: "I did not find in his house a mattress except a sheep skin, which he gave to me that night, giving me preference over himself, that he slept lying on the ground and dust." As for the shyikhs of our shyikh [Ibn Maimun] from that area (Fas), if we talked about them, then
we will need to write another book.

The point is, that this city [Fas] is composed of two parts, First: The ancient Fas, and secondly is the modern Fas. It is like saying the ancient Masr and Cairo.

The ancient Fez - Allah knows best - was built by the grandfathers of our mentioned shyikh [Ibn Maimun], may Allah be pleased with him, those were our shyikh's grandfathers. They were kings named Idrisis, descendants of Idris. Idris is a son of al-Hasan Ibn Ali Ibn Abu Talib, from the Radiant Fatima's descendants and her breed. However, our shyikh [Ibn Maimun], as we are going to discuss later, left what he had of worthy things, turning toward Allah with some and all of him.

He [Ibn Maimun] was, may Allah have mercy upon him, Ibn Adham and Junaid and Bishr al-Hafi of his time. He (Ibn Maimun) said:

I left Fas when one of our cousins, named Ali Ibn Rashid, who put himself in charge of Jihad. My purpose of leaving Fas is to fight with him [Ibn Rashid] in the Way of Allah. We remained a long time [in Jahid]. The good fortune helped Sidi Ali Ibn Rashid to the degree his master became great and big. The Franks and Christians feared him in that area. His soldiers increased in number and his army became large. Tribes came to him and he became the head of heroes and large armies.

We remained a period of time attacking the Christians who were forsaken by Allah, the Most High. Allah gave us victory over them that we take their women and children as spoils of war. In that period of time, we were carrying out the precious Sharia according to external meanings of the Sharia as much as we could. That was with ourselves and the army and those who have recourse to us. So much the Fez sultan became a kind of jealous person of our doings, and the leader of the army, Ali Ibn Rashid. However, we did not pay any attention to that jealousy.

I decided to bring my family from Fas with me to the land of Sidi Ali Ibn Rashid, the leader of the Muslim army, in order to be closer to him. Allah made him agree always on my opinion and never violated those limits I made. That lasted for a long time. As a result of that, I was envied by the influential men in the army. The army became bigger and bigger in number and supplies. As a result of that, increasing some of the low people in the army started violating the truth, that had been spoken
by the Book and the Sunna. Then I said to myself, as long as this army is practicing the violations of the precious Sharia and committing sacrilege in these violations, it must fail and be forsaken. Its veil will be torn and its inviolability will be violated. This will be a reward proportionate to their evil deeds as it says in the Quran: "The guardian of an ill-deed is an ill the like thereof." [S. Counsel, A-40]. I could not leave the army without employing artful means in order to sell my house there and to leave from among them in Allah's peace, which I did.

Only a short time passed until Allah inflicted the Sultan of Fas on them [the army], who destroyed them. That Sultan made them taste the great might of Allah, which had been pre-written for them in the Knowledge of Allah.

That is the meaningful story in brief. I [Alwan] only have told that story in order to get the attention of the man in charge, the Caliph, on the earth, who should know that life is not to be trusted. The sequel will be for the pious, Allah-fearing to be only by the following the Book and the Sunna by the elite and the masses. Otherwise without following the Book and the Sunna, a wise one should not feel safe about himself and those close to him, of the Most High saying:

And guard yourself against a chastisement which cannot fall exclusively on those of you who are wrong-doers, and know that Allah is severe in punishment. [S. Spoils of War, A-25],

Also the Great, the Most High said: "...And let those who conspire to evade orders beware lest grief or painful punishment befall them." [S. Light, A-63]. We take refuge into Allah from His anger and his plotting.

Analyzing The Āyah "Those Who If We Give Them Power..."

The second possibility for analyzing the āyah (see page 63), "Those who if We give them power..." is that the relative pronoun, who, is in place of the accusative (the subjunctive) because of the praise by implication. So the āyah will mean, I praise those who if We give
power, they will do so and so.

As for the nominative case of the relative pronoun, Who, the āyah would be like if someone asked: Whom does Allah help? then the answer would be "Those who if We give them power..." meaning they are who if we give them power, they do such and such.

As for Allah's ending of the āyah with "And Allah's is the sequel of events;" it means all cases go back to Allah, its destiny and its reference, as He said: "...and unto Him the whole matter will be returned..." [S. Hud, A-123]. He also said: "...Allah's is the command in the former case and in the latter..." [S. The Romans, A-4].

Allah used the form of plural, events, in the āyah because their helping Allah is an event, giving them power in the land is an event, their establishing worship and paying Zakat [alms] and commanding good and forbidding evil are events. All of these events will be returned unto Allah. This implies His command in order to thank Him for His graces, because every grace requires thanking its giver. Thankfulness is to be attributed to Allah as the qualified people for paradise say when they enter it.

...And they say: The praise to Allah, Who hath guided us to this. We could not truly have been led aright if Allah had not guided us. Verily the messengers of our Lord did bring the Truth. And it is cried unto them: This is the Garden, Ye inherit it for what ye used to do. [S. The Heights, A-43].

Therefore, one should say about every grace upon him by the Truth: O Allah this only from you, no one else participates with you. Whether those graces are connected or disconnected, sensory or unsensory, worldly or of relating to the Hereafter, and whether they are internal or external, as it is reported in some prayers: "O! Allah whatever
grace upon me or upon anyone else from your mankind, it is only from you without any participant." Allah knows best.

The Interpretation Of The Æyah "Lo! Allah Enjoineth Justice..."

As for the second Æyah, that we brought after the first one. The second Æyah is: "Lo! Allah enjoineth justice and kindness..." This is a great Æyah that must be carried out and all other Quranic Æyahs as well. Kings' edicts must be followed chapter by chapter, word by word, letter by letter, and meaning by meaning. Meantime, these edicts must be understood on the whole and in detail, beginning and ending. Even on the assumption that who received the kings' edict forsook reading a letter, of that edict's letters, dropped or ignored something of the reading, understanding with care and carrying that edict out, the receiver will deserve punishment by that king who issued that edict.

Therefore, the Quran is the edict of the King, the Truth; He in Whose hand realm and sovereignty unto whom He will. Then His Book that He issued must be pondered and understood, word by word, Æyah by Æyah, decree by decree, commanding and forbidding. If the given sovereignty did not do that [follow the Quran] then he violates inviolability and its limit, and he does not know its glory and greatness. The Most High said:

(This is) a Scripture that We have revealed unto thee, full of blessing, that they may ponder its revelations, and the men of understanding may reflect. [S. Sad, A-30].

Furthermore He said: "Will they not then ponder on the Qur'an? If it had been from other than Allah they would have found therein much incongruity." [S. Women, A-82]. He also said: "Will they then not meditate on the Qur'an, or are there locks on the hearts?"
Pondering here means looking into, understanding and carrying out what the decrees of Allah require. Whether the requirements acts or abandonment, giving or depriving, forgiving or punishing, and so forth. So whoever does that is faithful to Allah and His messenger and His Book. On the other hand, whoever does not, he cheats himself. Also he is not faithful neither to his Lord, His messenger nor to His Book. As the Master of mankind said: Religion is faithfulness. So whoever has no faith he has no religion and whoever has no religion he gets no reward, because judgement means reward as it is in the Quran: "Owner of the Day of Judgement" [S. The Opening, A-4]. Everyone is judged by the same way he judges the others. Whoever has no reward he consequently is the loser. The Most High said:

Say: Shall We inform you who will be the greatest losers by their works?

Those whose effort goeth astray in the life of the world, and yet they reckon that they do good work.

Those are they who disbelieve in the revelations of their Lord and in the meeting with Him. Therefor their works are vain, and on the Day of Resurrection We assign no weight to them. [S. The Cave, A-104, 105 and 106].

This ayah means they do not thank Allah for His signs because the Quran is of His greatest signs, therefore, thank Allah's sending down of the Quran as a means of obeying its limits.

Meeting with Allah means that Allah will see people or they will see Him. So, whoever believes in the lasting [endless] existence of the Truth, he is sure that he will see Allah wherever he is or goes. The Most High said: "Unto Allah belong the East and the West, and whithersoever ye turn, there is Allah's countenance. Lo! Allah is
All-Embracing, All-Knowing." [S. The Cow, A-115]. "...Nothing and (Naught) is as His likeness..." [S. Counsel, A-11].

His [Allah's] self is never like other selves. His qualities are never like other qualities. He (Allah) is everywhere. He is existing all the time. No one in Himself except Himself. This is the meaning of the meeting if you make it in this world.

But if you make it in the Hereafter, as it is well-known in the external interpretation, then meeting with Allah, means it will be the result of doing good work and serving Him sincerely. As the Most High said: "...And whoever hopeth for the meeting with his Lord, let him do righteous work..." [S. The Cave, A-111]. Righteous work means sincere for the sake of Allah.

So doing justice and good to whom is under his [sultan's] rule is one of the best of righteous works.

We have known that the master of mankind said: "Working of a just imam, i.e., a caliph or sultan, with his subjects for one day is better than the working of a worshipper with his family for a hundred and fifty years." Another Hadith says: "Doing justice for one hour is better than worshipping Allah for sixty years." Also Masruq, may Allah have mercy upon him, said: "Indeed, being a just judge for one day to me is better than being an invader for the cause of Allah for a year."

Furthermore, Alhasan al-Basri said: "Garden of Eden! Ah! what will convey unto you what Garden of Eden is! It is a golden palace which no one can enter but a prophet, truthful, martyr, or a just judge passing his judgements in a loud voice." Therefore, if the Imam, I mean the Sultan and the like whoever rules such as judges and governors,
if they rule justly their prayers will be answered [by Allah]; because it says in this Hadith: "There are three people whose prayers never should be refused; the just imam, the fasting until he breaks his fast-ing and the wronged."\(^8^9\) The messenger of Allah also said: "In Par-a
dise there is a palace that has five thousand doors. No one can enter it but a prophet, truthful, martyr, or a just Imam." It is good for the just imam to be loved by Allah according to the Most High's saying: "...and act equitably. Lo! Allah loveth the equitable." [S. The Private Apartments, A-9]. As for the unjust ruler he is hated by Allah. According to His saying: "...Lo! He loveth not wrong-doers." [S. Counsel, A-40]. Indeed, He [Allah] will make the unjust ruler a firewood for Hell as He said: "And as for those who are unjust, they are firewood for hell." [S. The Jinn, A-15].

Therefore, Allah put one in a certain position in order to devote himself to worship only. If one knows his Lord and worships Him in that position, then he is grateful to his Lord. Thanking Allah in-creases the bounty of Allah upon him.

On the other hand, if one ignores his Lord and does not know Him, and does not devote himself to worship Him in that position, then he is ungrateful for His graces. This will make him deserve a painful punishment.

Thus, an alim's position is spreading knowledge [\'ilm] and obey-ing sincerely. The position of the learner is to benefit from the \'ilm and to inquire.

The position of the governor and the Imam is establishing the tasks he must do, such as prayer and fasting, besides a few of the financial and physical works of supererogation. Improving himself
[sultan] first, and then proceeding to reform his subjects is one of the most important duties of the Sultan, a duty which leads him to higher degrees.

The best thing for the Sultan to do is to carry out the decrees of Allah and the Laws of the prophecy of Islam.

Thus if the Sultan realizes his duties then he must use what he understands in order to accomplish those duties honestly and according to his understanding, otherwise, he should consult the trusty Ulama, who watch and fear Allah, who guides kings to truth fighting for the cause of Allah, fearing no blame from any accuser.

As the messenger of Allah said, "The best jihad is speaking truth to an unjust ruler." And how much more valuable is telling the truth to the Sultan, whom Allah has established in order to destroy the people of injustice. Then it would be the best of the best; because speaking the truth to an unjust ruler results only, in strengthening the word of Allah and supporting and spreading truth. But with the just Sultan, it would result in his knowing it, following it, being a good example, and so forth.

Thus, whatever causes additional benefits is better than that which does not.

Religious Limits and Punishments

After the Sultan knows the Law of God in the book of Sunna, and the other rules practiced according to the Sharia, then he must carry out the Law and its rules, because Allah has created him for that purpose. So, it is justice that the Sultan establishes limits, punishments and the like according to the Muhammadan Sharia Law.
Thus, the Sultan should execute the murderer when the family of the murdered ask for blood and after proving the reason of murder. Before the execution, the murderer should be given a chance to write his will and to ask forgiveness from those he did wrong to, especially if he asks for that chance. Meanwhile, the executioner must kill correctly and not torture the executed. The family of the executed and the Muslim public should be allowed to wash and wrap the body, and then pray for him. If the executed was left without washing, wrapping and burying, then the sin of leaving him like that will be upon everyone, including the Sultan, the governor, the judge, the elite and the masses. This is what our Imam, al-Shafii's sect says, because it is a collective duty. If one Muslim does this [holds a burial service] then the sin will not be common upon everyone otherwise, it will be in case of anyone who knows about it and was able to take the sin off of the people.

It is not the Muhammadan's Sunna to leave the executed, even if he is a disbeliever, for the dogs to eat, and for the people to see his genitals, and his body or to let people suffer from the body's smell.

Indeed it is true that the Prophet threw the bodies of his enemies' leaders, such as Abu Jahl and his followers, into the well of Badr. The Prophet did not cover their bodies out of kindness, but he did it in order that the Muslims would not suffer from the smell of their decomposed bodies.

So, anything which does not comply with the Chosen Prophet's Sunna, is not justice.

The Most High said: "Say, (O Muhammad, to mankind) if ye love
Allah, follow me, Allah will love you." [The family of Imran, A-31].

Punishments Of Adultery and Theft

It is justice to establish the limits of adultery against the adulterer and the sodomite, when adultery or sodomy is proven. The punishment of that is beating and exiling the one who has not been married.

Although, as for the one who has been married, he must be stoned, then washed, wrapped, and buried. It is illegal for the Imam, his representative and his judge to ignore this law or to administrate it only as a threat. Also, it is illegal to be partial to someone in this matter who is from the army or of the nobility.

The Most High said:

The adulterer and the adultress, scourge ye each one of them (with) a hundred stripes. And let not pity for the twain withhold you from obedience to Allah, if ye believe in Allah and the Last Day, and a party of believers witness their punishment. [S. Light, A-2].

O King, may Allah support you and help you to administrate His limits, look into what this āyah includes. The āyah orders beating specifying it by a hundred in number, in the case of a free adulterer; but in the case of a slave adulterer the punishment would be half of the unblemished. According to what the Most High says in another āyah, about female slaves: "And if when they are honourably married they commit lewdness they shall incur the half of the punishment." [A. Women, A-25].

The purpose of the Truth by limiting the punishment in that number, is that you should not increase or decrease one stripe. If you do then you do not administrate justice. Therefore, do not increase
or decrease stripes, because in both cases, it is unjust and wrong, which is against the law of justice. As for the stoning of the unblemished, it has been proven in Sunna. It used to be a part of the Quran also, that which comes in the following abrogated āyah: "The adult man and the adult woman, if they commit lewdness, must definitely be stoned." This āyah has been abrogated literally, but not in practice.

It is justice to do the flogging with a moderate stick, which is neither green nor dry. As for the person who does the striping, he should not be excessive in his scourging, which could result in death, because Allah commanded us to flog him, and not to kill him.

On the other hand, the striper should not squander provided that beating is not harmful and painful. That mentioned above and the like is justice.

When the Sultan exiles the adulterer, let him exile him for one year, no more and no less. If the Sultan makes the exile more or less than a year, then he is doing wrong and injustice.

As for the custom that has been exercised by some kings, that is ordering castration of the adulterer and cutting off the penis and his testicles, it is wrong, ignorance, injustice, and oppression. Whoever does this must not be taken as an example because he is one of the tyrant rulers, who are hated above all by Allah the Most High.

Punishing Highway Robbers

Also highway robbers are dealt with by the Sultan, according to what the Most High says:

The only reward of those who make war upon Allah and His messenger and strive after corruption in the land will be killed or crucified, or have their hands and feet on
alternate sides cut off, or will be expelled out of the land. [S. The Table Spread, A-33].

The Sultan penalizes highway robbers according to the interpretations [of the previous āyah] by the leaders of knowledge [ilm] in their written books and their well known schools of interpretation.

A thief who steals wealth from a fortified place deserves to have his hand cut off according to the rules, which are written in the books of Fiqh. In this matter the Sultan and his representative must not be partial to the thief whoever he may be; whether he is a noble or humble, whether he is from his [Sultan] relatives or a stranger.

The reason for that is that in the time of the master of Mankind [the Prophet], a woman from the Makhzum [a branch of Quraish Tribe] stole something, the Prophet ordered her hand cut off.

Her case concerned the Quraish, her tribe, [and the Prophet's tribe] saying who could mediate for her with the Prophet. The people of Quraish talked to Usama Ibn Zaid, may Allah be pleased with them, in order to mediate in dismissing the cutting off of the lady's hand. Usama and his father Zaid are loved by the messenger of Allah, but when Usama had talked to him about the case, the bringer of good news, the warner [the Prophet] became angry and that anger was shown on his face.

The Prophet then said to Usama, his beloved, the son of his beloved; "Would you mediate in a limit of Allah?" After that, the Prophet made a speech to the people saying:

The former nations were only destroyed because when a noble steals they leave him, but when the humble does, they cut off his hand. I swear by Allah, if Fatimah, the daughter of Muhammad [his daughter], had stolen [something] I would cut off her hand.
The hand of that woman from Quraish was cut off and she became a sincere repentant.

Thus, this Hadith teaches us lessons, such as imposing the law of Allah upon the powerful, the weak, the elite, and the masses.

Also, it teaches us that mediating in order to ignore the law is illegal. So, whoever does that is a disobedient to Allah and His messenger. If it was not a sin, the Prophet would not have condemned that which Usama did. Also, this Hadith teaches us to restrain whoever mediates to impose the limits of Allah even if he is a loved one.

Furthermore, it proves the cutting off of the thieves' hands, not slaying them, because Allah the Most High said: "As for the thief, both male and female, cut off their hands." [S. The Table Spread, A-38].

He did not say kill them. Therefore, whoever slays a thief will be unjust and wrong because he violates the law by going beyond the limit.

If the thief is too dangerous, then he should be watched. And, if he steals a second time, then his left foot will be cut off, in the third time his left hand, in the fourth time his right foot. If he steals after that, he should be rebuked. This is the law of justice and the Muhammadan Sharia. Whosoever violates this will be more knowledgeable of himself!

Yes, if the Imam thinks that he should jail such a person, it would be better than slaying him. Allah knows His devine secrets best.

The Drinking Punishment

It is justice to impose the punishment of drinking upon whoever drinks a forbidden drink, such as wine and so forth. The one who
drinks must be punished [whipped], also by threatening him that his wealth might be taken away from him. The drinker should also be humiliated that he may repent. Even if he is from important princes and governors, or from the most elite, because, He who makes seeds grow and the winds blow [Allah] said:

Thou wilt not find folk who believe in Allah and the Last Day, loving those who oppose Allah and His messenger, even though they be their fathers or their sons or their brethren or their clan. As for such, He hath written faith upon their hearts and hath strengthened them with a spirit from Him. [S. She That Disputeth, A-22].

So, O King, open the hand of your justice. May Allah strengthen you and increase your power. May Allah support you to enforce the law of Muhammadan Sharia.

Allah has sent and driven you to the most honorable and the best of His land. When He made you the Sultan of the two Holy Mosques in Mecca and Madina, He also made you His viceroy in the holy land. He bestowed upon you the Kingdom of al-Shām, of which the Master of mankind has said: "Keep aloft of al-Shām [Syria] because it is the best part of the lands of Allah, who is the Great and Mighty. The best slaves of Allah live in al-Shām [Syria]." At the end of this Hadith, the Prophet said: "May Allah betide Syria! They [disciples] said, "wherefore?" He said: "The angels of the Merciful are spreading their wings over it."92

Furthermore, our master Abdulla Ibn Musa'ud, may Allah be pleased with him, said: "God has divided goodness into [ten parts] and He put nine-tenths [9/10] of it in Syria and the remaining one-tenth in the rest of the earth."

Ibn Umar, may Allah be pleased with him, has reported from the
Prophet that he said:

Before the Day of Resurrection there will come a fire from out of Hadramawt. That fire will drive people together. I said [Ibn Umar]: What do you order us to do? The Prophet said: Go to al-Shām. Then the Prophet said: While I was asleep, I saw the pillar of the Book taken from beneath my head. I thought it was taken away [from me], then I traced it with my sight, then I saw it taken to al-Shām. Truly, when confusions occur, then faith will be found in al-Shām [Syria].

Furthermore, the Prophet said [about Syria]:

The right justice for the Muslims will be set in the Day of Justice in a spot called Al-Ghuta, which holds a city named Damascenus. That place is the best place to live for Muslims.

On the whole, Allah has given you power in His land and He settled you in the best of His countries. He [Allah] appointed you to rule the most honorable of those countries, besides what He gave you from the other kingdoms such as the Arabs, Persians, Romans, Hijaz, Al-Said, Egypt, and so forth. "So, set thy purpose resolutely for the right religion, before the inevitable day cometh from Allah." [S. Romans, A-43].

This speech was addressed from Allah to the most honorable, our Prophet Muhammad, therefore, it is addressed even more to the others because whoever clings to the Sunna when the community is corrupted, will get a reward, as much as one hundred martyrs. Especially in dealing with a drinker of the Mother of Great Sins, the Head of Lewdness, I mean alcohol, which is forbidden by the Book, the Sunna, and the consensus of the [Muslim] community, even more, it is unanimously forbidden by all of the other religions. It is not illegal in any [of the four] religion, because all of the Islamic, Christian, Jewish, and Mazdaian religions believe in the five general principles. Those
principles are: guarding faith, self, mind, honor, and wealth. Guarding faith against being a disbeliever. Guarding oneself against slaying a soul unjustly. Guarding honor would be guarding good women against accusations of being bad women. Guarding the mind means being strong willed against drinking alcoholic drinks. Guarding wealth is not to be taken unjustly. Therefore, there is no doubt that the limits [mentioned before] must be imposed in case of committing such sinful acts.

If a drinker of alcohol were asked what his religion was and he answered them Islam, then he should be told that he is a liar because alcohol is forbidden in Islam. If he said, for example, Judaism, then he is lying because drinking alcohol is not allowed in the Jewish religion. Even if he mentioned all religions he is still a liar about being a follower of any of those religions.

The result is that the drinker is not permitted to drink by any religion because alcohol is illegal in all of those religions.

Thus, what a great misfortune in Islam! Verily to Allah we belong, and verily unto Him we return!

By the grace of Allah, may the corrupters be thwarted by our Imam, our master, al-Khudawandgar. May Allah give him a lasting support.

Ulama and Farmers

It is justice, also, to pay attention to the affairs of Ulama, ministers and great or small governors, so that he [the sultan] investigates their affairs such as, spending money on them when they are away from their homes on short or long trips. Everyone of those
people should be put in his qualified position according to the Prophet's saying: "Put people in their qualified places."^{93}

[Meantime] The Sultan should investigate the affairs of the common of farmers. Allah has made those farmers a mercy for the elite and the public by establishing them in planting and growing grains. Those farmers should not be taxed and burdened more than they can afford.

Taking [money, wealth] from them should be done in a kind just way. The poor and weak of them should not be treated harshly, because such a treatment would make them give up, leaving the farming, and destroying the farms.

It has been reported that Ali Ibn Abi Talib, may God honor his face, said:

The world is a garden and its fence is the Sharia. The Sharia is power that must be obeyed. The obedience is a policy, which is exercised by a King. The King is a ruler whom the army gathers around. The army is a supporter that can be assured by money. Money is a provision which is to be collected from the subjects. The subjects are masses whom justice binds. Justice is a foundation which the world is built upon.

Kindness

Talking about justice in details would make the discussion too long. So, let us talk about His saying: "...and kindness..."

There is no doubt that Allah, the Most High, has been kind to us. We were non-existant, then He created us. We were sperm cells, blood clots and embryos, then He constructed and shaped us in the best stature. We were naked and He dressed us; weak, and He strengthened us; poor, and He enriched us. He, also, gave us uncountable graces and favors, as He said: "And if ye would count the favor of Allah, ye cannot reckon it." [S, The Bee, A-18]. Also, He said: "But bear
with them and pardon them. Lo! Allah loveth the kindly." [S. The Table Spread, A-13]. Meanwhile, Allah forbid to us aggression as He says: "...But begin no hostilities, Lo! Allah loveth not aggressors." [S. The Cow, A-190]. Furthermore, He said about kindness: "...And be thou kind, even Allah hath been kind to thee." [S. The Story, A-77]. Allah also said: "Is the reward of goodness aught save goodness." [S. The Beneficient, A-60]. "For those who do good is the best [reward] and more (thereto)." [S. Jonah, A-27]. "And who scourgeth a good deed, We add unto its good for him." [S. The Council, A-23].

It is goodness that the Sultan conceals within his heart, good and honesty for the subjects, whether they are common or elite, rich or poor, powerful or weak, and whether they do good or bad. As the Prophet advised whoever may be his successor: "Let him accept from them what they do right, and pardon those of them who do wrong."

Meantime, Allah ordered the Prophet to do the same thing in dealing with His enemies, when He said:

Thou wilt not cease to discover treachery from all save a few of them. But bear with them and pardon them. Lo! Allah loveth the kindly. [S. The Table Spread, A-13].

People of Mecca were the extremest enemies of the Prophet. They treated him in the cruelest way. They drove him away from his city [Mecca]. They murdered his disciples and his relatives. They cracked his head and broke his tooth, making him bleed. They intended to jail him, kill him, or drive him away from his home as the Most High said: "And those who disbelieve, plot against thee (O Muhammad) to wound thee fatally, or to kill thee, or to drive thee forth..." [S. The Spoils of War, A-30, p. 141].
However, on the day of the conquest of Mecca, when the Prophet had the power over the people of Mecca, when Allah fulfilled His promises to the messenger by defeating the people of Mecca, and giving the Prophet victory and support over the people of Mecca, when that occurred, the Prophet asked the Quraish, saying: "Now what do you say [of me]?

Then they said: You are an honorable brother and an honorable cousin. Then the Prophet said: "I say to you as Youseph said to his brothers, 'Have no fear this day.'" [S. Joseph, A-92]. After that the Prophet said: "Whoever stays in his own house will be safe and whoever enters Abu Sufyan's house will be safe."

This Abu Sufyan, may Allah be pleased with him, was, before he became a Muslim, the head of the disbelievers in the Uhud Battle (between the Muslims and the disbelievers). This was Abu Sufyan who gathered [clans] against the Prophet. However, the Prophet did not return the like [retaliate] for anything but he said: "Have no fear in this day." The Most High said: "Verily, in the messenger of Allah, ye have a good example." [S. The Clans, A-21].

The Sultan and the Poor People

It is kindness that the Sultan should send supplies and monies to the Muslim poor and powerless throughout the Empire. The Sultan should appoint a good sincere man, who fears and hopes Allah [forgiveness], on the purpose of distributing those monies and supplies in every town and every section of town. The distribution should be according to those sections and town's needs. Those poor and powerless people are the real army of which each of their arrows [prayers] to distances as far as five hundred years, a thousand years, and many
times those numbers of years. The soldiers which are stationed for jihad [holy war], the arrows of each one of them goes as far as the eye can see and further. But as for the weak, the poor, the widows, the orphans, and the [cut off] broken people, they will be happy about the Sultan's aid. May Allah give him [Sultan] victory. Also their hearts will be full of joy, which will make them, in their religious concentration and disclosure, day and night, say from the bottom of their heart: "O Allah!, support our master the Sultan. O Allah!, support him with angels. O Allah!, do kindness to him..." and so forth.

So, what would you [the Sultan] think of the reaction of a widow, a poor person, a needy person, a seeker of ilm (knowledge), or one turning his face sincerely to Allah when [you] bring joy into their hearts? What would you think of those people when they all pray to Allah, the Mighty, the Great, for you, when those sincere prayers are in the right time, coming from broken hearts, when the Truth is close [enough] to them to answer their prayers, I wonder if Allah would thwart their work or reject their prayers! Would you think Allah would disappoint whomever does kindness to those broken hearts or whoever supports their yearning. Allah forbid (rejection of those prayers) whose generosity is far above.

One of the great awlyas [Saints] was sick because of a urination problem, which made him go to Quranic schools for children, asking those children, "Pray for your uncle, the liar." Whereas before, prayer used to be requested from him [by people]. So, I urge you [the Sultan], in the name of Allah, to hasten to this goodness and to aspire for doing kindness and take the opportunity for benefitting
from the poors' prayers. The messenger said: "Mankind is the children of Allah; therefore, the most loved by Allah are the most helpful to Allah's children." Also, the messenger of Allah said: "Every good deed is a charity." Furthermore, the Prophet said:

Bringing joy into your Muslim's heart by feeding him or by relieving him from distress, is one of the causes for forgiveness [by Allah].

There is no distress greater than the situation of farmers and the like who are oppressed by inspectors, annoyed by the Sultan's men and soldiers. So let the honorable edicts be issued in order to remove wrong and harm. Then the hearts of the oppressed will full of joy when they hear about these edicts.

Therefore, the only reward for that matter, which caused great joy to the people is that the heart of the man in charge, the Sultan, will be full of joy, because Allah will be pleased with him: "For the like of this, then, let workers work." [S. Those Who Set The Ranks, A-61]. "Whose seal is musk—for this let (all) those strive who strive for bliss." [S. The Defrauding, A-26].

Pour forth your justice to cure wronged souls (hearts). Do goodness in this life for your own benefit, whatever you can. You can imagine this life turning away from you, the same as it turns for you from the others.

The Sultan and Concealment

It is kindness to help a yearning and to meet people's needs.

An honest, kind, compassionate man should be appointed [by the Sultan] in order to meet the needs of Allah's slaves. In doing this, if you [Sultan] prefer having concealment like some Caliphs did, then
you may, but if you condescend by being unconcealed, then that would be perfect and the best [thing to do], because as the Messenger said:

Whomever Allah puts in charge of the Muslims' affairs then he conceals himself from their needs and poverty, Allah will conceal Himself from that person's need and poverty in the Day of the Judgement.

The Messenger also said:

Any governor or judge who closes his door intending to prevent poor, needy people from reaching him, then Allah will close His door, preventing that person's poverty and need from being answered.

May Allah protect us, and you, our King from that.

The New Judicial System

It is kindness to provide judges and the State employees with money from the Public Treasury, which will make living for them and their children as it was in the past. This would enable everyone to have their right. Some people may need to register some of their affairs in the court for instance, in order to have that done, people have to ask a judge to write a judgement paper, which is to be a document in their hands; but the previous laws which used to be practiced by the judges are not in existence anymore. As a result [of the absence of this law] people will resist paying for their documents at times, because of either greed, poverty, or deficit. As a result of that, many people will lose their rights. This situation was non-existent in the past, especially in the time of the Prophet, and the wise Caliphs after him, and so forth, up to the time of our nearest past. Yes, there was the evil corruption, and the forbidden bribery in the time of that tyrant state. Allah has removed generously, that evil by bringing to these kingdoms the happy caravan [of the Sultan].
People are annoyed by the [new] hard judicial law only because it is very difficult to leave what they are used to. They used to register their marriage contracts wherever they want and with costs as much as they could afford. They used to register their documents wherever they want and without any difficulty. But when the [new judicial] law came, it seems that people did not like that law, denouncing it privately and in public. People will also denounce taking that certain amount of money from the dead people's wealth [taxes] by those in charge of this matter [the judicial system]. This might result in taking something out of an orphan's wealth. Although, in that time [Mamluks' time], unjust rulers would take money unjustly, as many times as that mentioned amount, but, they did not take anything from dead people's money, or from the orphan's wealth. Therefore, the just authority in this state [the Ottoman] is a kind one. It shelters the powerful and the weak. Judges justify taking that money with their need for money to spend. Thus, if that mentioned habit cannot be changed, then we hope that Allah make the man in charge lessen that Kharaj, I mean, that money which is taken in that way. This would result in common goodness and an increase of support by prayers. Success is granted only by Allah. We have said this for the purpose of information and mediation, obeying the Prophet's saying: "whoever mediates for people, then, he will be rewarded by Allah."97

We have mentioned this for the purpose of objection or denouncement. We ask forgiveness of Allah, and repent to Him from what displeases Him.
Awqaf

It is kindness that the Sultan take care of awqaf [endowments], such as schools, Khwaniq [Sufi monastery], ribats [army stations], routes, streets. The facilities and proceeds of those awqaf should be used according to the endowers will.

Allah, the Most High said: "He only shall tend Allah's sanctuaries who believeth in Allah, and the Last Day." [S. Repentance, A-18]. Also, the Most High said: "That (is the command), and whoso magnifieth the offerings consecrated to Allah, is surely from devotion of the hearts." [S. The Pilgrimage, A-32].

Tending Allah's sanctuaries means locking the doors except at prayer time. Tending also means protecting them from impurities and dirt. It also means preventing children, crazy people, and tempting women from entering Mosques, especially when they cause corruption and disturbance for the mosques. Also, preachers and lectures should be reprimanded for allowing unveiled women and men to intermingle at the gathering, because, that is forbidden.

A Muhtasib of good and forbidder of evils should be appointed. That person should be a scholar and if he is not, then he should ask the scholars and fear Allah. The responsibilities of the commander of good should be to supervise in public baths to prevent people from uncovering their genitals. He should make certain that the people perform Friday prayers on time. He is also responsible for watching merchants and must not tolerate any evil selling or false measuring of things. The most important of his responsibilities is not to do wrong to the merchants by taking bribes or sales taxes for corrupted reason.

Even though commanding good is in existence (in those days), but
requirements are missing, it is required that the commander of good is to be knowledgeable, patient, kind, honest, aesthetic, smart, clever, wise, and impartial to no one. But how rare this type of person is!

Kinsfolk

There are many types of kindnesses. So, whoever works according to his knowledge of kindness, then Allah will teach him things he has no knowledge of. 98

As for His, the Most High's saying: "And giving to kinsfolk"
[S. The Bee, A-90] it is possible that Allah means by "kinsfolk" the Prophet's relatives such as Ashraf and Sadat [Nobles and the Masters, descendants of al-Hasan and al-Husyan]. It also includes the descendants of the Emigrants, The Supporters, knowers of Good Saints, and scholars, because Moslims are close relatives. The Prophet said:

Whoever believes in Allah and the Last Day, let him be kind to his relatives. Whomever it pleases that his sustenance should be make ample to him, or that his life should be lengthened, let him be kind to his relatives.

So, the man in charge should care about the descendants of the Prophet and descendants of the others mentioned above. Let him provide them with what they need. The Most High said: "Say (O Muhammad, unto mankind) I ask of you no fee, therefore, save loving kindness among kinsfolk." [S. Council, A-23, p. 346].

As for His saying: "And forbiddeth lewdness and abomination and wickedness..." [S. The Bee, A-90].

Lewdness includes any crude words, behavior or crude manners. So, [the Sultan] should give orders for punishing whoever speaks lewdness, as some ignorant followers of princes have done when they push or quarrel with Muslims, and call them disbelievers and Yeazidi [devil
worshippers] which is harmful and lewd. Allah, the Most High, said: "And those who malign believing men and believing women undeservedly, they bear the guilt of slander and manifest sin." [S. The Clans, A-58].

So, what the Sharia rejects is abomination. Outrage [wrong] is violation of the limits of Allah, such as those who discredit their enemy by telling a prince, minister, or an army judge, slander about them, in order to get their enemies harmed by the honourable authority. That person is called a slanderer and triple because, he destroys three people, himself, the person he discredits, and the one whom he misinforms.

Therefore, an evil-liver must not be believed, for as the Most High said: "O, Ye who believe! If an evil-liver brings you tidings, verify it, lest ye smite some folk in ignorance and afterwards repent of what ye did." [S. The Private Apartments, A-6].

Temptation of the Life of the World

As for talking about the third āyah, which tells the story of Joseph: "O my Lord, thou hast given me (something) of sovereignty..." [S. Joseph, A-101].

This āyah indicates that a king must admit to Allahship [to Allah], which is the grace of Allah [upon him]; because without being a slave of the Truth, the king would not be able to have the people obey him. This āyah also indicates that the king should ignore his power and strength, clearing himself of that for Allah, because, he [the Sultan] has no power, no strength without Allah. The king should admit that the power that he has is a bounty of Allah upon him, and
that he is strong only because of Allah. The king should not say to himself: "I have obtained all of this sovereignty because of my power, my strength, my soldiers, my followers, and my cleverness." If he says this, then he is ungrateful to the grace of Allah, which would result in quick destruction. We take refuge into Allah.

If the King ignores Allah, not mentioning His name, the devil accompanies him, and Allah will turn away from him. On the contrary, if the king refers this grace to its originator, and if the king sees that these graces come from the Giver, Allah, by His power and His bounty, then he [the Sultan] is thankful and heading towards Allah. As the king thanks the grace of sovereignty, he should, also, thank the grace of knowledge, as Joseph, the truthful, peace upon him, did when he said: "...and hast taught me (something) of the interpretation of events..." [S. Joseph, A-101].

Joseph asked Allah the motives for a lasting sovereignty because he was certain that this sovereignty was given to him wouldn't last forever, because it didn't for the former [Kings].

Also, the king should always remember Allah, the Most High, thanking Him for His graces, thinking of how life is going to result, because, if life gives joy, it will hurt, if it turns toward one, it will turn away from him, if it makes [someone] smile, it will make him cry. As it has been said about life:

-It is the life which says loudly; be aware, be aware of my assault and assassination. -Do not be deceived by my smile; because my words make you laugh, but my actions will make you cry.

That is why our Master [Allah] warned us to keep away from it. He also applies proverbs to us revealing its reality, when He said:
"Let not the life of the world beguile you." [S. Luqman, A-33].

"Your wealth and your children are only a temptation..." [S. Mutual Disillusion, A-15].

Know that the life of this world is only play and idle talk, and pageantry and boasting among you and rivalry in respect of wealth and children; as the likeness of vegetation after rain, whereof the growth is pleasing to the husbandman, but afterward it drieth up and thou seest it turning yellow, then it becometh straw. And in the Hereafter there is grievous punishment, and (also) forgiveness from Allah and His good pleasure, whereas the life of the world is but a matter of illusion. [S. Iron, A-20].

Also, the Prophet calls the life of this world a cadaver and he said: "The life of this world is cursed and what is in it too, except remembering Allah and things related to that, such as scholars and students." It has been said that this life is a plantation for the Hereafter.

How wonderful he is who said the following statement:

Tomorrow all souls will be given what they obtained. -And the planters will harvest what they had planted. -If they did good work, then that will be for their own benefit. -If they did not, then what a bad job they have done.

The more deserving thing to be planted [in this life] by the king is justice and kindness for the subjects; because justice will raise him [the king] tomorrow [Hereafter] on pulpits made of light, in the shade of the Merciful's Throne. On the other hand, doing kindness [to the subjects] will increase the bounty of Allah upon the Sultan, which is the looking at His Honorable Face, as it says in the Quran: "For those who do good is the best (reward) and more (thereto)." [S. Jonah, A-27].

Therefore, O king, may Allah combine for us and you the two sovereignties, the worldly one, and the one of the Hereafter, I urge
you to understand the meaning of sovereignty. I do not mean by sovereignty taking over lands and people, but I mean having control over self and lust, as it comes in some prayers, which say: "Since you [Allah] possess me, then give me the power to possess myself, because You [Allah] are the King, the Strongest."

Therefore, the real King is the one whom Allah gives the power to control himself and his desires, even if he is one of the weakest and poorest people.

However, if he is one of the nobles and most distinguished people, then that would be more goodness and grace.

A slave [of Allah] cannot be a real king unless he obeys the law of Allah, the Truth, the Most High, the Greatest. Also, that king must follow the glorious Book and the honorable Sunna in his [the king] speeches, acts, behaviors, and his judgements whether they be private or public. The king should not follow the example of those of whom Allah has said: "And when it said unto them: follow that which Allah hath revealed, they say: We follow that wherein we found our fathers." [S. The Cow, A-170]. Also, Allah said [about that type of people]

And when it is said unto them; come unto that which Allah hath revealed and unto the messenger, they say; Enough for us is that wherein we found our fathers, what even though their fathers had no knowledge whatsoever, and no guidance. [S. The Table Spread, A-104].

That is what the disbelievers, in al-Jahiliyyah [pre-Islam] had said: "The only one who follows those people's example is an ignorant, such as the former, unjust kings [Mamluks] after another." Those former kings found their fathers, masters, or tyrant kings before them, had created evil innovations, making corrupted, wrong, and useless rules, which are illegal according to the Book and Sunna.
However, those kings followed these illegal rules, then they were destroyed just as their formers had been. The Most High said: "And (all) those townships! We destroyed them when they did wrong, and we appointed a fixed time for their destruction." [S. The Cave, A-60].

Similar to those people, there are in our time and before some folks who claim knowledge, poverty, and righteousness; but they found their formers, Shyikhs and the like, following innovative laws and directions. However, the latter follows the example of the former. Therefore, those people are judged justly by this following āyah:

"...Lo! We found our fathers following a religion, and we are guided by their footprints." [S. Ornaments of Gold, A-22]. Another āyah in the same Sura says: "...We are following their footprints." [A-23]. Further: the Most High said: "(and the warner) said, What, even though I bring you a better religion than that, ye found their fathers following." [S. Ornaments of Gold, A-24].

So, the clever, wise person is one who thinks of himself in order to know that Allah did not send His Book down to be in vain. Also, He did not send His messengers as playthings, He only sent His book and messengers for the purpose of establishing the Religion, following truth, and obeying commands and restrictions. Whosoever does this, will be happy, wise, successful, and a winner too. And whosoever does not, will be driven away to become unhappy and a failure, whoever he may be, whether from the elite or from the masses, because the Most High said:

And the Book is placed, and thou seest the guilty fearful of that which is therin, and they say: What kind of book is this that leaveth not a small thing nor a great thing but hath counted it? And they find all that they did confronting them, and thy Lord wrongeth no one. [S. The Cave, A-50].
It is known that the Prophet died after he had made it [his way] clear and white, as the Most High said. "This day I have perfected your religion for you and completed My favour unto you, and have chosen for you as religion, al-Islam." [S. The Table Spread, A-3].

The reality of Islam is the rejecting ruling [people] by lust and desire. It is obeying the Book and the Sunna as the Prophet said:
"No one of you can be faithful unless your desires are in accordance with what I have brought [to you]."

This is the way [following the Book and Sunna] of the master of the formers and latters, which was followed by the wise Caliphs such as the truthful [Abu Bakr], the Distinguishable, [Umar] Uthman and Ali, may Allah be pleased with all of them.

It has been reported about Abu Bakr, may God be pleased with him, that he said, when he became a Caliph:

O, people, I have become in charge of your affairs. This does not mean that I am the best one among you; but the Quran has been sent down, and the Prophet, peace and blessing upon him, has created the rules. The Prophet taught us that the best wisdom is Allah-fearing, and the worst foolishness is wickedness. The strongest one among you is the weakest until I give his right. On the other hand, the weakest one is the strongest until he gives people their rights. O people! I am only a follower [of the Sharia] not an innovator. So, if I did good work, then help me, but if I deviate [from the Sharia], then discipline me.

We know about Umar ibn al-Khattab, may Allah be pleased with him, that when he became the successor [of Abu Bakr], people dreaded him so much, to the extent that they avoided sitting in the yards [gathering places]. When Umar knew about that, he gathered people, then, to address a speech to them. He sat at the pulpit on the same step that Abu Bakr used for making his speech to the people. Then he [Umar] said, after he praised Allah and blessed the Prophet:
It has come to my knowledge that people fear my strength and my rudeness saying: Umar was difficult for us while the messenger of Allah was alive, and then Abu Bakr was our ruler, who was between us and Umar, [and now] how much more difficult he will be after he has become the man in charge of our affairs.

Umar continued to say:

Whoever said that is right. I was with the messenger of Allah, peace and blessing be upon him, serving him until he died. He [the Prophet] was pleased with me, thanks to Allah, I am happy about that. Then Abu Bakr became the man in charge of the people's affairs. I was his aid and his servant mixing my strength with his gentleness. I was a drawn sword until he [Abu Bakr] sheathed me or left me [aside]. He [Abu Bakr] died and was pleased with me, thanks to Allah. I am happy about this. Now, I have become the man in charge of your affairs. So, you should know that my strength has been increased but only to those who do wrong and violate Muslim's rights. As for those who are peaceful and good, I will be more gentle than they are to each other. I would never let any one do wrong to one another, or to be violent to one another. I would make the wrong one put his cheek on the ground, then I would put my foot on his other cheek until he submitted to the truth. I commit myself not to take anything from the people's allowances [which come from land tax], and if those allowances come to me, I will spend them only justly. It is your right not to be sent to dangerous places. When you are absent [for Jihad] I will be the father of your children until you return.

Umar, may Allah be pleased with him, kept his promises. He exercised strength and gentleness at the right time. He was the father of children. He would go to the women whose husbands were absent, asking them if they needed anything, so he could buy it for them. Those women sent their maids to the market [with Umar]. People would see Umar going to the market with many of those women's maids and servants to buy for them [the women] what they needed. If one of those women did not have the money, then Umar would pay from his own pocket, may Allah be pleased with him.

As for Uthman, may Allah be pleased with him, who was kind to his subjects, when he became the Caliph, his humbleness and kindness to
them increased. al-Hasan said: "I saw Uthman [the Caliph] sleeping in the mosque, putting his wrap under his head [as a pillow]. When people came to see him, he would sit with them as an equal, one after the other." Uthman used to take naps in the Mosque; and pebble marks could be seen on his side. People would say when they saw him [in that condition];

This is the commander of the faithful! He offers people fancy food, but he eats [his food] with vinegar and oil. He preaches for the Friday prayer, wearing a garment which is worth four or five dirhams.

Once, Uthman pulled his slave's ear, then he ordered the slave to retaliate against him telling the slave to: "Pull my ear hard. How great it is to have worldly retaliation and not retaliation in the Hereafter."

The standard of living increased during his [Uthman's] time because of his good will towards his subjects. Also, wealth increased so much that a slave girl was once sold for as much as her weight in dirhams. Also a mare was once sold for one hundred thousand dirham, and a palm tree sold for one thousand dirham.

Ali, may Allah honor his face, asked for Uthman's permission to fight the Uthman's besiegers, but Uthman refused, saying to Ali: "I ask, in Allah's name, that if anyone sees Allah as the Truth and thinks that he owes me an obligation, not to shed a cupful of blood of his or anyone else's blood for my sake." When Ali repeated his request, Uthman's answer was the same. Then Ali said: "O Allah, You know that we have tried our best." Then the insurgents stormed Uthman's house. They hit him while the Quran was in his hands, [reading it]. His blood spattered on the following āyah: "...and
Allah will suffice thee (for defence) against them." [S. The Cow, A-137].

As for Ali ibn Abi Talib, we know that he was humble and religiously pious. He was kind to his subjects. He used to say:

I am a prophet. I do not receive revelations. I follow only the Book of Allah and the Sunna of His messenger as much as I can. Therefore, whenever I command you to obey [Allah], then you must listen to me whether you like it or not.

He used to walk in the streets picking up lost sandels, laces, then tossing them back to whomever (they belonged). He would direct people who were lost and help porters, reciting the following āyah:

"As for that Abode of the Hereafter, we assign it unto those who seek not the oppression of the earth, nor yet corruption." [S. The Story, A-93].

He used to put a handful of ground barley in a bowl, then add water to it, and eat it as a meal. His garment was worth three dirham. The sleeves of this garment were too short to reach Ali's wrist. However, Ali would say "thanks to Allah for this grace."

When the Public Treasury became full of gold and silver, Ali called on people, then he gave the gold and silver to them saying: "O the white! O the yellow! Deceive me not. Here! Take it, take it!" until there was not a dirham nor a dinar remaining. After Ali emptied the house of the treasury, then he prayed two rakas there, in order that place [the house of treasury] would be a witness for him in the Day of Judgement.

I [Alwan] say what Ali did with that money, which was collected legally, should be taken as an example when we are dealing with those matters that are mixed with illegality and judicial errors, such as
taxes, the selling of wine, protection, and so forth.

May Allah have mercy on whomever knows what to do and to whom [Allah] he presents his works! Would plan [for the Hereafter] something ahead of time in his present life on this earth, listening to the Most High's saying: "This day no soul is wronged in aught, nor are ye requited aught save what ye used to do." [S. yasín, A-53].

Fearing the length of what could have been said, we would have said much more about their [Umar's, Ali's, Abu Bakr's, and etc.] biographies, and their qualities and their kindness and gentleness to their subjects. May Allah be pleased with them and may He make them satisfied.

Kindness

Now let us return to that āyah we left [before] and talk about it again. That āyah is about the story of Joseph, peace and blessing upon him, which says: "O my Lord, Thou hast given me (something) of sovereignty and hast taught me (something) of interpretation of events." [S. Joseph, A-101, p. 181].

As Joseph admitted Allahship to his Lord, and described himself as a slave of Allah, then we say that the other kings of this world must not forget this [Joseph's] admission and acknowledgement. If the king knows that he is a slave among the slaves of his Master and his Lord, Who have made him kindly a distinguished person, and Who have favored him with power and sovereignty in the land; then, he [the king] should be just as kind in return. According to His, the Most High's saying: "Is the reward of goodness aught save goodness." [S. The Beneficent, A-60].
If he [the King] is king and good to the subjects, Allah would increase glory, kindness, and goodness for him, as the Most High said: "And whoso scoreth a good deed, we add unto its good for him." [S. Counsel, A-23].

Allah would also protect him from his worries about the present worldly affairs and those of the Hereafter. Allah would help him and give him good fortune and victory. Why should it not be so, since the Most High said:

And whosoever keepeth his duty to Allah, Allah will appoint a way out for him. And will provide for him (a quarter) he hath no expectation. [S. Divorce, A-2, 3].

"Verily Allah helpeth one who helpeth Him." [S. The Pilgrimage, A-40]. "If ye help Allah, He will help you." [S. Muhammad, A-7]. "If ye keep your duty to Allah, He will give you discrimination (between right and wrong)." [S. Spoils of War, A-29].

Discrimination may imply victory, [according to Alwan].

So whoever favors a valid victory; defeat, conquer and success over his enemies, then he should treat his subjects kindly, whether they are the elite or the public, or his armies; whether or not they are private or general. The reason for this is that the Prophet prayed to Allah to be kind to whoever is kind to his (the Prophet's) community. On the other hand, the Prophet prayed to Allah to trouble those who cause trouble in the Prophet's community by harming them, imposing on them that they have not the strength to bear it, or ruling them with contradictions towards the Book and the Sunna. Therefore, you [the king] should seize the opportunity from the prayer of your Prophet, Muhammad, peace and blessings upon him. Do not look at people in a way that you are a king and they are your subjects, but look towards
them as each of you are; created by Allah. Allah brought you, and they, forth from the same beginning, and created you and them from a single soul. You and they are servants of the same Lord, and the slaves of the same King. If He wants to give them the power and take it away from you, He has the power to do that. Also, He can enhance the importance of them and lower the importance of you. But, because of His divine generosity to you, and because of His latter bounty upon you, He made you distinguished. He appears in you as the King, the Greatest, the Conquerer. If you offer piety, goodness, or rule justly, then He will appear in you again as His names; the Just Ruler, the Bestower, the Benefactor, the Giver.

So, whatever situation you [O, Sultan] know Allah who put you in this position in order only to know Him. When you [the Sultan] know Him, then you will enhance His Greatness, love Him, worship Him, thank Him and obey His command. Also, when you [the Sultan] do good to His slaves, His creatures, you will be doing good to yourself; because when someone does goodness to others, he should not imagine that he is doing goodness but to himself. No, indeed, doing goodness from one to another is only done by His Lord alone. The slave [of Allah] through whom goodness occurs, does this to his own soul, as the Most High said: "(saying) if ye do good, you do good for your own souls, and if ye do evil, it is for them (in like manner)." [S. Children of Israel, A-7].

When I [Alwan] say, "He appears," I mean His qualities appear to His slaves in you [Sultan], not only that, but He appears in you for yourself, as He said: "And (also) in yourselves, can ye then not see." [S. The Winnowing, A-21].

However, no one should understand from what I have just said,
that I believe in Allah dwelling in everything. Also, I did not mean that nothing dwells in Him. Nothing can blend with Him, and He never blends with anything. Nothing is as His likeness [At any rate] revealing the secret of the spiritual transformation does not fit in this shortened book. Besides, it is not our concern, this is only something that Allah made take place in the tip of the tongue of the [author's] pen.

The Sultan's Adviser

After the king identifies himself as the slave of his Lord, and acknowledges Godship as belonging to his Lord, then he [the king] is still in need of Him more than the people need a king.

The sultan needs his Lord in every case and in all circumstances, because being a king or a sultan is a very dangerous job in this world and in the Hereafter. Thus, our Prophet, peace and blessings upon him, had bodyguards to protect him from his enemies until Allah sent down the following ayah: "Allah will protect thee from mankind." [§. The Table Spread, A-67].

The Prophet, then, stopped using bodyguards. As for other people, unlike the Prophet, have to have bodyguards [such as the king] to protect them from the immoral and intangible enemies. So, because kings may not ignore the evident protection, then let us direct the attention of whom Allah has honored with sovereignty from the immoral enemies, because those kinds of enemies present a greater danger towards the kings sovereignty. Among those enemies are the devil, whose hostility against people is declared by the Book of Allah's warning of him. Also, there is the human soul that enjoins evil as it is described clearly
by the Book and Sunna. The Prophet said; "The worst one of your
enemies is your soul, that is between your ribs". The previous
hadith could be reported in similar meaning. Those who protect kings
from those enemies are sincere [councils] and truthful ministers, who
give preference to the Hereafter over the present world. The devil
hastens to corrupt a king's sovereignty and destroy the power of a
sultan through his [the sultan's] ministers and close princes, especi-
ally when they [the ministers] give preference to the bargain of this
life over the bargain of the religion. The devil does not fail to come
to the ministers through the door of greed, bribery, flattery, hypoc­
risy, and neglectful advice to their king and sultan. They are easily
persuaded by rarities and gifts, and prefer exquisite objects and
presents. They like to take these things from the subjects, masses and
elite. They hide advices from the king, which results in the corruption
of the sovereignty and in broken laws. We take refuge in Allah. Such
an action is taken by some people because of worldly things. Thus, our
Prophet, peace and blessings upon him, condemned strictly the behavior
of some of his employees. The Prophet sent a man to collect alms and
when that man returned with the money, he said; "That is for you and
this is given to me as a gift." Then the Prophet became very angry.
He made a eloquent speech saying; "Why does not he stay in his father's
and mother's house in order to see if there is anyone who could give
him gifts". The Prophet stated that whoever among the employees, in-
cluding ministers and governors, takes a gift, then he will, in the
Day of Resurrection, bring that gift, carrying it on his shoulder asking me [the Prophet] to intercede for him, than I would say: "I would
not protect you from the punishment of Allah." O, the King! May Allah
strengthen you, look into the Balqis [Queen of Sheba] deceitment of Solomon. Look how she tried to deceive him by sending him a present, as Allah spoke about her when He said: "But lo! I am going to send a present unto them, and to see with what (answer), the messengers return." [S. The Ant, A-35].

Balqis meant that if Solomon had accepted the present, then he would have been a deceived king, deceived by the ornaments of the life of the world. So whoever is like this then, he will not be the sequel of the heavenly Home, because the sequel will belong to those who do their duties to Allah. But if Solomon did not accept the present, then he must be a messenger of Allah and close to Him. Thus, no one can fight and struggle against the messengers of Allah. When the Balqis's envoy came to Solomon, Solomon said as it is reported in Quran: "What would ye help me wealth? But that which Allah hath given you." [S. The Ant, A-36]. This is the duty of the king, his ministers, his army's judges, his army's leader and his advisors, not to pay attention to presents and those who offer them; especially in these corrupted times. How many times right were held down; and blood and honor and so forth wasted by dirty, sinful, cursed, tyrant kings, and sultans! When their [mentioned kings] followers, door keepers, advisors, and their army's judges saw them in this condition, then the followers hastened towards greediness, murdering the religion of Islam, turning down the lighthouse of the Book and the Sunna. The Most High said: "So of the people who did wrong, the last remnant was cut off. Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Worlds!" [S. The Cattle, A-45]. Therefore, the king, his ministers, his army's judges, and his advisors, must not be deceived by presents. Indeed, they should say to those who try to deceive them as
the Prophet of Allah, Solomon, peace and blessings upon him, said:
[to the Balqis envoy]:

What would ye help me with wealth? But that which Allah hath given me is better than He hath given you, Nay it is ye (and not I) who exult in your gift. [S. The Ant, A-36].

Thus, see [readers] how Solomon profitted from his virtuousness and his sincere asceticism. Balqis and her army became obedient to Solomon and under his power. Furthermore, Solomon succeeded in having Balqis as his wife. The Balqis's army became followers of Solomon and her throne became a yakht in Solomon's house.

So, Allah did not present those ayahs on the purpose of play and vanity, but, He mentioned them [to us] only to learn a lesson from them and to teach us, as He said: "In their history, verily there is a lesson for men of understanding." [S. Joseph, A-111]. Thus, if the king is virtuous, then his subjects, the elite and the public, will be the same. This is what one of the disciples [of Muhammad] told Umar [Ibn al-Khattab], when Umar received the wealth of the defeated Khosrau [designation of the Persian Kings]. Umar received that wealth complete; in the exact amount and condition [as was taken in the defeat], which made Umar exclaim: "Whoever delivered this to us is strong and trustworthy." Then it was said by him [by that disciple]; "When you become virtuous, then they become like you."

Acceptance of Gifts By Official Authorities

If it is said; "Did not the Prophet accept gifts from kings, etc, and you [Alwan] command [People] to follow him?", then the answer should be as follows; There is no doubt that the Prophet, in his acceptance and rejection [of gifts] was following his Lord's commands, praise to Him.
The Prophet would accept [gifts] with permission of Allah, for the benefit of the presenter of the gift and so forth. The Prophet never accepts [gifts] because of his own desire or preference of the present life of the world, forbid it from him if he did so.

So, whoever is in a position that enables him to understand from Allah, the Most High, the acceptance and the rejection, then he could accept and reject according to the divine permission. [On the other hand], whoever does not reach that position, then the refusal [of gifts] is safer in his case, especially, if the present is as good as a bribe, a cause for cheating or hiding an [honest] advice from the king and the imam, then this would be forbidden, forbidden, forbidden... like carrion and blood and swine flesh.

[At any rate], whoever read this advise, he is free to take it or leave it.

A lesson can be taken from the Story of Solomon which is this; it is more and more deserving to scholars [ulama] not to accept gifts from kings and governors, because the refusal of gifts would make their [ulama] faith more secure, their honor clearer. On the other hand, when they advise [kings], their advice would be more acceptable. The king and the governor should not become upset or angry with a scholar or a Shyikh who does not accept a gift from him, or from anyone of the army and so forth. No, he [the king] should thank Allah, the Most High, who maintained in his (the King's and Governor's) time this type of person who follows the way of the venerable forefathers. The king or the governor should be careful not to be subjugated to low opinion about that scholar. He [the king] should not think that the scholar did not accept his gift only for the purpose of gaining good reputation, being
a hypocrite, asking for more, having a low opinion about the king, or insulting his honor. Nay, the king or the governor must have fear of those scholars and shyikhs, who look forward to what is in his hand and in his treasury. The king or the governor should suspect their councils if they advise him. By Allah! begone with their sincere counsels to the King! Because, how could one advise others as long as he cannot advise himself?! How could one be a sincere advisor to the sultan, while he is totally inclined towards worldly things; clearly and by way of suggestion. Nay, the king should leave the people of Allah to what Allah puts in their hearts, which makes them decide to accept or refuse the gift. If they accept the king's gift, then he should leave them alone sincerely. When the hearts of the people of Allah feel happy about the king, then he will be under the care and protection of Allah. As it is said about friends of Allah, in the following holy hadith: "Those are the people (friends of Allah) who never cause troubles for one who sits with them while they are still in their temporary bodies." How much greater it is when sitting with them through the eternal secrets [the soul]. May Allah make us blessed by them, in death or in life.

The Sultan Should Be Humble and Kind to His People

The king should always ask Allah for more of His bounty upon him. He also should ask Allah to make him die as a Muslim, following the example of Joseph, peace and blessing upon him, when he said: "Make me to die submissive (unto Thee) and join me to the righteous." [S. Joseph, A-101, p. 181].

Among the conditions of dying a Muslim are, the strong use of
wisdom, and justice, and just policies. There are also other conditions such as inspecting the countries' affairs, governors and secretaries. There is, also, looking after the affairs of the needy and poor people, following the example of the kings of the earth, such as prophets, saints, and the righteous.

The Prophet David used to disguise himself in order to walk among the children of Israel, asking them what they thought of David's [his] rulership. David disguised himself for fear that there were people who were wronged or could not reach him in time of need and who had not been satiated by the coolness of his justice. David did that because he knew that Allah would ask him about his subjects. He also, was aware of the Most High having said:

O David Lo! We have set thee as a viceroy in the earth, therefore judge right between mankind, and follow not desire that it beguile thee from the Way of Allah. Lo! those who wander from the Way of Allah have an awful doom, for as much as they forgot the Day of Reckoning. [S. Sad, A-26].

O the King, may Allah help you, do you know what the Day of Reckoning is? It is the Day [described] in the Quran as follows;

...every nursing mother will forget her nursing and every pregnant one will be delivered of her burden, and thou (Muhammad) will see mankind as drunken, yet they will not be drunken, but the doom of Allah will be strong (upon them). [S. Pilgrimage, A-2].

On the day when a man fleeth from his brother, and his mother and his father, and his wife and his children, every man that day will have concern enough to make him heedless (of others). [S. The frowned, AA-34-37].

That day when the crier calls upon the wrongful to be cursed and away with them, but for the just people to be close [to Allah] to get his favor, [as the Most High said]: "And a crier between them crieth the curse of Allah is on evil-doers. Who debar (men) from the path of Allah and would have it crooked." [S. The Heights, AA-44-45].
The previous ayah refers to those who ignore the Book of Allah, called the path of Allah in the above mentioned ayah, when they judge and rule.

That is why David feared for himself, disguising himself in order to know the truth [about his subjects] personally. David kept doing that (investigation) until Allah sent an angel to say to him; "What an excellent slave David would have been, if he had been making his living with his own hands." [by saying this] The Truth weaned David from taking anything from his subjects' money. After that David ate only from what his hands earned from [making doats of mail]. Similar to what David did, Umar Ibn al-Khattab did too. Umar was the first one to create the patrol by night, which is guarding Muslims' houses, travelers, and their caravans.

We know about him [Umar], may Allah be pleased with him, that one night he was raving when he saw a woman surrounded by crying children. There was a pot on the fire, that woman had filled it with water. Umar got closer asking the woman; "O the slave girl of Allah, why are these boys crying?" The lady said; "Because of hunger." Umar asked; "How about that boiling pot?" She said; "I am putting them off with that pot, tricking them, that there is food in until they sleep." When he heard that, he sat down weeping. Then he went to the house of Charity, where he took a sack full of some flour, clarified butter, dates, fat, clothes and dirhams. Then Umar told his man named Aslam; "O Aslam, put the sack on my shoulder." Aslam said; "O the commander of the faithful, let me carry it for you. Umar said; "You have no mother;" "I'll carry it because I am the one who will be questioned about this matter in the Hereafter."
Umar carried that sack on his shoulder to that woman's house, then he put flour, some dates, and clarified butter in the pot. He started cooking and stirring the food and blowing the fire [with his mouth]. The smoke could be seen coming out through his beard. After he finished the cooking he served the food and fed the boys until they became full. Then Umar, may Allah be pleased with him, left.

[Another time] a group of merchants arrived to Madina and they stayed in the Mosque. Umar said to his son, Abd al-Rahman; "Would you guard those merchants?" Abd al-Rahman said; "Yes." Then Umar and his his son kept guarding the merchants and praying as much as was possible through the night. During that night, they heard a boy crying, then Umar went towards the sound of that crying and told the boy's mother to fear Allah by being kind to her child. But after a while, the child began to cry again, and Umar repeated his saying. Then he returned to his place. By the end of the night the boy was crying again, then Umar went to the boy's mother telling her; "Woe to you! I do not think you are a bad mother! Why do I see your child can not be quiet this night?"

She said: "O a slave of Allah! You are annoying me! From tonight on, I am training the boy to get used to being weaned, but he is refusing."

When Umar asked why, she said; "Because Umar allocates [allowances] only for children who are weaned."

"How old is he?" Umar asked

"Such and such many months," she answered.

"Wait, don't wean him," Umar said. Then he went to lead the Dawn prayer, hardly seeing people, because of what he had learned. After he
finished the prayer, tears overcame him, and he said; "How miserable Umar is! How many of the Muslim children has he killed!" Then he ordered a crier to announce [to the people] not to hurry to wean their children because Umar would allocate allowances to every Muslim born.

Umar, may Allah be pleased with him, used to go out at night looking after a crippled, blind, old lady, tending her personal needs.

[Another time] When Umar returned from his trip from Syria to Median, he withdrew from the people to investigate others. He went by himself to an old lady in her tent. The old lady asked Umar; "O! You! How is Umar doing?"

"He has just come back from Syria," Umar said.

"May Allah not bless him," she said.

"Why?" Umar asked.

The old lady answered, "I swear by Allah, since he has become the Caliph, I receive neither a dirham nor a dinar."

"How would Umar know about you in this [isolated] place," Umar said.

The old lady replied:

Praise to Allah! I never thought that one could be in charge of people's affairs without knowing what is between its [boundries] east and west."

Then Umar wept and said to himself: "Alas for you Umar! Oh! My quarrels! Everybody is more comprehensive than you Umar!"

Then Umar said to her; "For how much would you sell the wrongs that Umar has done you, because I have compassion for him against Hell."

"Do not scoff me! May Allah have mercy upon you," the old lady said.

"I am not scoffing, why should I?" Umar said.
Umar kept trying until he had bought back the wrong he had done to the lady for twenty five dinars. While Umar was doing that, Ali ibn Abi-Talib and Abdulla Ibn Mas'ud, may Allah be pleased with them, arrived and greeted Umar, saying, "Peach be with you!, the Commander of the faithful"

Then the old lady put her hand to her head saying, "How evil I am! I have insulted the Commander of the faithful to his face."

"Do not worry, Allah's mercy is upon you," Umar said. Then he asked for a piece of animal skin on which to write, but he did not find that piece of skin. Then he tore off a piece of his fur to write the following;

This is the wrong that Umar bought from so and so up to the day for twenty five dinars. Whatever she claims against me when I stand before Allah in the Day of Resurrection, I will be cleared of that claim. Ali and Ibn Mas'ud have witnessed this.

Then Umar gave the document to Ali saying, "If I leave before you," in other words, if I die before you do, "then put that document in my coffin."

So, 0! the King, may Allah strengthen you look into this biography and do the same or something closer to that for your subjects, may Allah allow you to die a Muslim and join you with the righteous.

Umar was a just and humble man, and greatly respected by other Kings, who also feared Umar even from such and such a month's distance. Umar's stick, that he used to discipline people with was feared more by the people than the al-Hajjaj's sword.

Being respected can not be acheived by seclusion, arrogance or greatness, but only fearing Allah, submission to Him, and being humble towards Him, the Great and the Almighty. So if you [the king] want
your enemies to fear you and kings to submit to you, then fear Allah and rule with justice.

Umar used to wear a patched jubbah [a long outer garment], parts of it made of skin. He used to roam in through the markets, carrying his stick on his shoulder, that which he disciplined people with. When he used to see an unravelled thread, he gave an order for it to be re-woven. He picked dates pits and threw them in people's houses, in order that people should use them. (Once) Umar made a speech to the people, wearing a wrap, that had twelve patches.

The Nile of Egypt obeyed him [when Umar ordered it to reflow]. The earthquake obeyed him and stopped, when he hit the ground with his stick, saying to it as if, "I am not just on your surface, than shake", then it became quiet.

Umar dispatched an army to the son of Khosrau [the King of Persia]. He appointed Sa'ad Ibn Abi-Waqqas, as the chief of that army and Khalid Ibn al-Walid as the leader, when the army reached the Tigris River, they could not find a ship to cross the river. Then Sa'ad and Khalid, stepped toward the river saying to it,

O! The sea! You flow according to Allah's command. So, by the sanctity of Muhammad and the justice of Umar, the viceroy of Allah, do not come between us and the crossing.

Then they passed through to al-Mada'in [the Persian capital] with their men, and horses and their camels, without wetting even one hoof.

Umar carried out the command of Allah, upon one of his sons and killed him, as Ibn Abbas reported it.

Umar used to say "if I sleep during the day, than I'll lose the subjects; [rights] and if I sleep at night, then I'll be losing my self" i.e. [not praying]. "So, how could I be sleeping at both these times?"
If walis [governors] appointed by Umar do not visit ill people or look after the weak, Umar dismisses them.

Umar appointed his client Hunayy, in charge of charity affairs, and told him: "O Hunayy, be kind to people and protect yourself against such wronged persons who envoke evil towards you, by their prayers, which would be answered." [By Allah].

The governor of Kufa, Sa'ad Ibn Abi Waqqas, wrote Umar, asking his permission to build a house to live in, Umar's reply was: "build what would cover you from the sun, and protect you from the rain."

Umar used to ask the people [who came to Medina, from other states], about their governors, as to how they were conducting the states affairs? Some people from Homs [in Syria], passed by him on one of these occasions, Umar then asked them: "How are you and your governor?" the people's reply was; "O! the commander of the faithful, it is good except, he build a high house to live in." Then Umar sent someone to burn the door of that governor's, and tell him to come to Medina.

When that governor arrived at Median, Umar said to his men: "keep him away from me as a prisoner in the sun for three days." After that, the governor was kept in the sun for three days, Umar took him to volcanic country near Medina, named al-Harra. Then Umar ordered him to take his clothes off and to wear a wrap. Then Umar handed him a pail, telling him: "get water [from the well] for these camels." When the governor finished the work, he was very tired. Then Umar asked him: "how long has it been since you have done this type of work?" The governor replied: "a long time, commander of the faithful."

Then Umar said to the governor: "that is why you build that high
house, making yourself higher than other Muslims, especially widows and orphans; Go back to your job and do not do it again."

I [Alwan] say:

Perishability, far removed from the mercy of Allah, away with those governors who are not contented with the former kings places. Even more, they created buildings for drinking wine and practicing sins. Woe to them from the great punishment of Allah in the hereafter.

Our master, Umar [Ibn al-Khatta] wrote Abi Musa al-Ash‘ari:

Then after... the happiest ruler is the one whose subjects are happy with him; And the most miserable ruler is the one who makes his subjects miserable. Take care not to deviate, because if you do, then your governors will deviate too. Then you will be like an animal that saw the green grass on the ground, and it ate it in order to become fat, but its death was found in its cloven hoofs.

Thus, look into these revealed preachings. Look into them with awakening hearts, and with a human soul that is humble and submissive to Allah. You, people, should know that, what increases in this present life of this world, must also decrease. What is in this life of this world is tempting it will also be comtemplatable, and what goes up it must come down. What is in great quantity must become lessened.

How excellent! are these statements, which were spoken by anonymous persons:

1) When something reaches its peak or climax than it starts receding. So, its reduction should be expected as when it said, this completed.

2) This present life and the one who seeks it are nothing, because its days are only loans.

3) Suppose life has given one, what is needed easily This must also someday, come to its end, won't it?

4) This life is like a passing shadow.

5) Suppose that you became the king of the world and the people submitted to you. Then what is the end of this?
Isn't that the end, that you will die and live, in a deep grave, when people cover you with dust?

[Alwan says]: Therefore, whosoever learns lessons from others experiences, are lucky persons, but the miserable ones are those who learn from their own follies.

What is coming definitely in [the future] is similar to what happens in the present time. Therefore, the king must sit in his retreat, even if it is a moment, in order to think about the whole matter, its beginning, its end, and its goals. When he has done this, he will realize that this sovereignty has come to him only, because of the destruction of the kings in the past. As this happened for him, the sovereignty also will come upon those after him, only after this destruction and death. As the most High Allah Almighty said in the Quran, to the most honorable of his creatures, the Prophet:

We appointed immortality for no mortal before thee. What if thou diest? Can they be immortal? Every soul must taste of death, and we try you with evil and with good for ordeal. And unto us ye will be returned. [S. The Prophets, AA-34-35].

Allah the Most High, also said to his Prophet, Muhammad: "Lo! Thou wilt die, and lo! they will die. Then lo! on the day of judgement, before your lord ye will dispute." [S. The Troops, AA-30-31].

If death is a rest for us, then it would be a comfort for every living soul, but when we die, then we'll be rewarded and Allah will reckon with us about everything. Thus, I wish I knew how the condition of a slave [of Allah] would be when a great angel [Azrael] comes to him! Azrael has a great majesty and he also is very fearful Man would die just because of the terrifying appearance of that angel, if Allah did not make that person firm [to take death].

We have been told that when one of the carriers of Allah's Throne,
[angels] sees the death angel, he becomes so thin as one strand of hair, because the angel Azrael's majesty and terror, that's given to him by Allah. Azrael holds the world in his hands, the same as when one of us holds a platter or an egg in his hands. In addition to that, Azrael has honourable aids, blessings and peace upon them. Those aids, hasten to a dying person, then one of them holds his right hand, another holds the left one, another holds the right foot, and another holds the left one. Without those aids, no place could include the death angel, neither a house nor a desert.

It is enough to know how terrifying he is, [Azrael] when we listen to the Prophet's saying: "One of the death agonies, is harder than piercing with a sword."\(^{100}\) It is said that death agonies are more painful than scissoring and sawing [in human flesh]. If one hair of pain of a dying person was put upon the dwellers of heavens, and earth, then they would die of its pain. It is said that after Allah made Moses die, the epitaph of Moses, blessing and peace upon him, upon our Prophet, and all prophets, He asked Moses how did he find the death pain. Moses replied: "It is like stripping off a live sheep's skin." In another saying that Moses had said: "It is like frying a living sparrow, that cannot die to rest and cannot fly to be safe." Then Moses was told that his pain was reduced. This was the case of Moses who spoke with Allah, (the epitaph of Moses).

Similar to this story, is the story which has been told, about the beloved by Allah, Ibrahim. As for the beloved, the honourable, the noble Muhammad, blessings and peace upon him, while he was dying, pain came over him, then he took a can full of water to cool himself off. He also covered his face with a cloak, saying: "There is no god but
Allah. Verily death has agonies". In another speech of the Prophet, he said: "O! Allah help me to take the death agonies". That was the case of the chosen perfected. But how about us? There is no strength nor power, but by the means of Allah, the Most High, who said:

Their reconing draweth nigh for mankind, while they turn away heedless. Never cometh there unto them anew, reminder from their lord, but they listen to it while they play, with hearts preoccupied... [S. Prophets, AA-1-3]

Let us suppose you have lived as long as Noah did. Then you become weaker and weaker, then you die, so living a long time is not worthy since you must die eventually.

We have known that Mu'awiya Ibn Abi Sufyan, the commander of the faithful in Syria, while dying gathered his family, then asked them: "You are my family aren't you?" the reply was: "Yes we are, may Allah make us your ransom.", they said. Then he said: "I fought, worked hard and earned wealth for all of you?" they replied: "Yes, may Allah make us your ransom." He said: "This, my life is leaving my foot, return it, if you can." They wept and said: "We have no way to do that." Then Mu'awiya raised his voice crying, and said: "Who is going to be deceived after me by this present life of this world!?"

Mu'awiya was sorry when sorrow does not help. Then Mu'awiya, may Allah be pleased with him, said:

Supply yourself with good works, by doing goodness; Because what man did will be his amusement in his grave. Man is only his family guest, he stays with them for a short time, then leaves.

Sulaiman Ibn Abd al-Malik, who was an Umayyad caliph, one day, it was a Friday, he looked at himself in the mirror, he was wearing the best of his clothes and of his perfume. He was tall, fair, handsome, eloquent, and knowledgeable. He admired himself and said: "I
am the young king", he asked his slave girl in the courtyard, what she thought of him, she replied saying:

How excellent an object of delight you are, if you will live forever. But there is no immortality for man. We do not see anything wrong with you that people can criticize, but you will pass away.

Alwan says: How brave and knowledgeable she is! Then Sulaiman turned around and left for the Mosque. He went up to the pulpit to make the Friday speech. He began in a loud voice that could be heard from the end of the mosque. Then a fever came over him, which made his voice lower and softer, so much so that people all around him could not hear him. After he finished praying he came back, leaning on two people and dragging his feet.

Once a man came to Sulaiman and said: "O! the commander of the faithful, by Allah and the crying. As for Allah, we know Him, but what is crying?" Sulaiman said. The man said that it is His, the Most High's saying: "And a crier in between them crieth. The curse of Allah is on evil doers." [S. The Hights, A-44].

Sulaiman asked the man: What wrong is done to you? The man then answered saying: "Your governor has taken my country estate by force." Then Sulaiman stepped down off of his throne, and removed the carpet, putting his cheek on the floor, then he said: "By Allah I won't take my cheek off the floor until a document is written, for this man to get his rights back". The document was written while Sulaiman, had his cheek on the floor. What made Sulaiman do that is his fear of Allah's speech, which breaks his heart and weakens his inards. How many! How many!, before and after and so forth, until there is nothing remaining but the blessed face of your Lord.

Once there was a king, who built a wonderful palace, it was
designed in a way, so excellent in manner of exquisite beauty. Foun-
tains of water were designed, in unbelievable dimensions of construction, which made water flow in circles and then join each other at the center. It was not a long time before the king and his supporters died. A walker in that palace saw the following inscription written on the palace wall:

These are places of folks, whom I know lived in comfort, and living safely. The disasters of time cried upon them. Then they turned towards the graves. Now they are destroyed completely.

Therefore, the king should think about such matters like that, which perhaps make him soft hearted, and to prepare himself for deaths journey, that he must eventually take. As the master of mankind, the Prophet Muhammed said: "The wise is he who examines his conscious, and works for what comes after death...etc." 102

The Prophet was asked: "What is the wisest person? Then he said: Who is he, who remembers death most and the best, in preparing himself for it".

Why should not he [the king] be ready for the great terror death, when the members in the body, say goodbye to each other because they won't see each other again, until the day of judgement. The king will look with his own eyes at his army, soldiers, slaves and his servants, but no one of them can help him or protect him against death. Then he [the king] will be sure that he is leaving them, for a dark black grave. Nothing from his treasures will go with him when he dies except a piece of cotton and another fabric. If he prepares for his grave, with good works and dutiful justice, and spread kindness, [in his grave] will find a blessedness. Otherwise, there is no strength, nor power but by the
means of Allah, the Great, the Most High. The sultan will be there in the grave alone by himself, and cannot contact his family or his children. Instead of the high palaces. He will be in the bottom of a deep grave, jailed until the day of judgement, when he comes out on that Day, he will see a multitude of changes, such as the earth in turmoil, the angels, moving hills and valleys, rising seas, folding and fading of the sun and its light, open pages and other frightening things. On that Day he [the sultan] will be confused in thought, frightened, in need of a shelter, barefoot, naked, sad, alone and a stranger. Also on that Day, his soldiers and followers will flee from him. The sultan's protection and defense will disappear, and he will be surrounded by honourable angels, who never disobey Allah's command, and they do what they are told to do. He [the sultan] will stand in the ground where people will be brought together, as the following ayah describes: "When right confounded. And moon is eclipsed. And sun and moon are united. On that day man will cry, wither to flee. Alas! No refuge! Unto thy Lord is the recourse that day." [S. The rising of the dead, AA-7-12].

On that Day, the Greatest King [Allah] will say: "Where are the kings of the earth. Where are the tyrants and the Khosorus?" Who has the power of sovereignty? Allah the One and The Only Most Powerfull.

The sultan will be in a burning sun, that is close to heads as far as the whites of the eyes. There won't be a shaded place or shade to protect from the sun, but justice and its likeness, as the Prophet said: "Allah will shade seven people on the Day, where there is no shade but His shade! These people are a just Iman....etc."
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